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Civil-Military Module Discussion Questions
1. Your oath of loyalty and fealty is to the Constitution, and does not, like the oath of
enlisted members, include language about obeying orders. Yet the Constitution clearly
establishes the President as Commander-in-Chief and with that goes the presumption of
obedience by everyone junior in the chain of command. The system has clear guidance on
how to respond to illegal orders. What about “unwise” orders? In dealing with civilian
leaders, can your oath to support the Constitution override requests, hints, directions,
directives, or even orders that you deem unwise? Under what circumstances and with what
processes can senior military people deal with orders they find problematic?
2. Leaving the question of legality, what do you do as a senior leader about orders that
you find immoral or unethical? Do you have any recourse, e.g., resign? Quietly or in
protest? Can you ask to be relieved or retired in these, or any other, circumstances? What
other circumstances?

3. Is it possible to be caught between the executive, legislative, and/or judicial branches
of government in a situation or situations in which legal and constitutional authorities over
the military are in conflict? Think of some situations; what would you do?
4. Thinking about the so-called civil-military gap, how can we celebrate the
distinctiveness of military culture without appearing to disparage civilian culture? Are
there aspects of military culture today that need to be adjusted to better track with civilian
society? What are they? Are there aspects of military culture today that need to be
protected from pressures to conform to civilian society? What are they?

5. How do we go about lessening the suspicion, distrust, tension, and even outright
conflict between senior military leaders and the top political leaders, elected and appointed-and still fulfill our responsibilities under various laws pertaining to positions we might
hold, to provide advice and execute orders? What avenues are appropriate/inappropriate in
circumstances when senior military leaders believe that the civilian leadership is preventing
them from providing their professional advice candidly and privately?

6. What responsibilities do senior leaders have to mentor officers under their command on
civil-military relations? What venues could be used for that? How could senior leaders go
about it?
7. A bedrock of civil-military relations is an a-political, or non-partisan, military. How
does that square with retired flag officers endorsing political candidates? Are such
endorsements proper for some ranks and not for others? Is there a distinction between
endorsing in local elections, and getting involved in local community service--like school
boards--that some might consider "political" if not partisan? How about running themselves
for office or speaking out/sharing expertise and perspectives on national defense and
security? Would that be permissible? Why or why not?
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Recurring Issues in Civil-Military Relations
In this recent article, we review the most significant issues we believe senior civilian and
military leaders should know, and why. We’ll focus on them in the CAPSTONE meeting. Are
we clear? Does our thinking ring true in your experience? Do you disagree with anything we’ve
written? Why? We look forward to the discussion.
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Civil-Military Relations in the
United States: What Senior Leaders
Need to Know (and Usually Don’t)
Peter D. Feaver
richarD h. Kohn

Abstract
Most flag and general military officers participate in civil-military relations (CMR) daily whether or not they realize it. Yet while these leaders
recognize and support the principle of civilian control, they have thought
little over time about how it works or the difficulties involved, much less
the larger framework of civil-military relations. Likewise, civilian leaders
in the national security establishment, whether career civil servants or political appointees, contribute—for good or for ill—to American civilmilitary relations. They seem to think about CMR even less. This article
analyzes the two broad categories of interaction that compose CMR using
several discrete topics within each area. The article highlights the paradox
in CMR and the best practices that previous generations of leaders experienced and learned in navigating CMR issues successfully.

U

*****

pon commissioning into the US armed forces, every military officer swears to preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of
the United States. Upon promotion, all officers repeat that oath,
again committing their loyalty and, if necessary, their lives to a system of
government that at its foundation is based on civilian control of the military. While those words do not appear in the Constitution, the structure
of the government, the powers assigned to each branch, the limitations on
those powers, and the many individual provisions, authorities, and responsibilities put the military—active duty and reserves—under the control of
civilian officials atop the chain of command. Those civilian authorities are
defined by laws duly passed under constitutional procedures. Thus, civilian
control is the defining principle of the relationship but not the sum total
of civil-military relations, as senior leaders quickly discover.
12   STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2021
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Civil-military relations is a broad subject encompassing diverse issues
and innumerable topics. It includes the legal foundations for the use of
force and the psychological processes that turn ordinary citizens into
fighters. It also encompasses ethical conundrums regarding professional
obligations in a hierarchy that asks individuals to risk their lives and how
press statements by senior military officers affect public opinion.1 Military
leaders must understand the fundamentals of the civil-military relationship in order to fulfill their duty as custodians of the nation’s defense and
the military profession. They can develop a stronger understanding of this
relationship by appreciating two broad sets of dealings. The first is civil-
military interactions in making policy and executing strategy at the senior-
most levels of government. The second is civil-military interactions across
societies, from the individual and group to military and civilian institutions. Each of these sets of interactions contains discrete topics that all
senior military leaders can expect to confront at some point in their professional careers. And each has a paradox that frames relations between
the civilian and military spheres in the United States today.

Civil-Military Relations for Setting Policy and Strategy
Since the founding of the republic under the Constitution, the United
States has enjoyed an enviable and unbroken record of civilian control of
the military. When measured by the traditional extreme of civil-military
relations—a coup-d’état—there has never been a successful coup or even a
serious coup attempt in the US. Academics and pundits may debate
whether the violence at the Capitol on 6 January 2021 met a definition of
“attempted coup.” However, in the terms that most concerned the Framers
of the Constitution and that have dominated American civil-military relations ever since, those attacks—horrible as they were—in no way fit the
definition of a coup. That is, military leaders were not using military units
under their command to attempt to seize political power. There is much to
criticize about whether the military prepared adequately or adapted quickly
to the unfolding events. Certainly, a few veterans and reservists took part in
the violence, much to their shame and dishonor. But it was not an attempted seizure of political power by the military. America’s record of unbroken civilian control stands if measured by the absence of coups.
Nonetheless, since the United States has become a global superpower,
almost every secretary of defense from James Forrestal to today (with the
possible exception of President Trump’s defense secretaries, as discussed
below) has come into power with concerns that civil-military relations
under his predecessor got out of balance, with the military gaining too
STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2021  13
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much influence. Hence, the paradox is this: the unbroken record of civilian
control and the nearly unbroken record of worry about civilian control.
There are many reasons for this paradox, beginning with the simple fact
that the military establishment in the superpower era has enjoyed remarkable power—in fiscal, political, and prestige terms—far in excess of what
the Framers of the Constitution would have thought was proper or safe
for the preservation of a free republic.2 Such power may be necessary to
meet the constellation of threats but poses a latent threat of its own. Political leaders naturally and rightly fret about this concern in an “ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure” sort of way.3 It is also true that the
regular turnover of administrations, sometimes involving a change in the
party in control, brings with it doubt about the reliability of current senior
civil and uniformed officials.
We think the root of the paradox lies in the differing worlds, experiences, and priorities exacerbated by the contradictory expectations civilian
and military leaders bring to the relationship. Since the participants from
the two realms do not share expectations, each ends up disappointing and
disturbing the other. Leaders are a bit like a newlywed couple, each spouse
having some idea of what his or her own—and their partner’s—role in the
relationship would be. Unfortunately, if the spouses do not share the same
role expectations, each is surprised to discover that the other keeps getting
it “wrong” by behaving in unexpected ways.4
American military officers enter the relationship with a view of “proper”
civil-military relations derived from the classic argument laid out by Samuel
P. Huntington in the mid-1950s. His Soldier and the State proposes a relatively clean division of responsibility. Civilians should properly determine
policy and grand strategy matters with advice from the military. The military should decide on issues largely centering on weapons, operations, and
tactics according to the dictates of war, experience, and professional expertise.5 In Huntington’s view, the military voluntarily subordinates itself to
civilian direction in exchange for civilians respecting this division of responsibility. Civilians decide the weighty matter of who to fight and when,
how much military budgets will be, what weapons will be purchased, and
what policies will govern the military. They then give the military autonomy
on the implementation of how to fight and how to execute civilian decisions. As one experienced journalist explained to us, “Civilians tell us where
they want to go but leave the driving to us.” Huntington’s real genius was
in describing an approach that already aligned with a traditional military
point of view. His argument is still taught in professional military educa14  STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2021
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tion as the “normal” theory of civil-military relations, leaving attentive officers to assume that this is the approved model.6
Nevertheless, few civilian leaders—including those assigned to senior
national security posts—have spent much time, if any, thinking through
civil-military relations either in theory or practice. Even those who have
thought about it generally act in a way that aligns with a very different
model. The rest simply act according to a logic internally consistent with
the dictates of civilian politics.7 Civilians know that there is no fixed division between what is “civilian” and what is “military.” The dividing line is
where civilian leaders say it is at any given time, and where they draw it
can change. This line may fluctuate with the president’s personal interests,
the threat and political stakes, changes in technology, larger national security considerations, and even with what is going viral in social media that
day. Frequently, the dividing line between a decision that civilians believe
is theirs to make on strategy and operations can fall far into the domain
that the military believes is best insulated from civilian encroachment. In
such cases, the recurring lament of American military leaders is that civilians misunderstand or are misplaying their role. They especially call out
those civilians involved in the national security policy process who are not
in the formal chain of command as are the president and secretary of defense. Faced with civilian oversight from anyone other than the narrow
chain of command, the military may think or say, “I believe in civilian
control, but you are the wrong civilian.” Or if the president or secretary of
defense is in the scenario, the military may counter, “You are violating best
practice by micromanaging us.”8 Of course, it is the president and secretary of defense’s prerogative to micromanage if they deem it necessary.
Moreover, while it would be inappropriate for any civilian other than those
two to issue an actual order to the military, it is not inappropriate for other
civilians to request information for and visibility into military matters if
the president or secretary of defense has tasked them to oversee military
affairs. The point stands: service members and civilians in the policy-
making process often believe they are acting properly while the other is
falling short in some way, and those beliefs derive from different standards
and expectations of how relations ought to go in the ideal.
Likewise, civilian policy makers attempt to make decisions as late as
possible in the interest of flexibility to preserve the president’s political
options. The priority for the military is to seek clarity and secure a decision
as soon as possible to maximize the time for, and effectiveness of, the plans
or strategy that follows. The priority for civilians, particularly those closest
to the president, is not to tie the hands of the president by committing to
STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2021  15
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a course of action that cannot be adjusted, walked back, or abandoned if
circumstances warrant. In response to adverse geopolitical surprises, civilians seek options while the military leans strongly toward one clearly defined choice. The military’s failure or delay in providing alternative looks
like foot-dragging. Civilians’ failure to provide clear objectives looks like
purposeful delay that could compromise strategy and operations, perhaps
undermining the objectives, and lead to the unnecessary waste of lives and
treasure. It can be a dialogue of the deaf, sometimes made even more frustrating by each side speaking in jargon, acronyms, and code incomprehensible to the other.
Such competing expectations make for a rocky relationship until civilian and military leaders understand one another. This helps explain why
American civil-military relations in practice has so many episodes of friction and mistrust even when both sides strive for outcomes important to
both, and even when the specter of allowing the military to dominate in
some way is nowhere in view. What undermines compromise and coopera
tion—even the integrity of the process and the possibility of success—is
distrust, perhaps fear, on both sides of being dragged by conditions or circumstances into a decision neither wanted and to a purpose incommensurate with the costs.
There is one crucial way the marriage analogy breaks down, for this is a
decidedly unequal relationship not based on love and often unchosen by
either partner. Democratic theory and historical practice recognize that
military members are professionals with distinctive expertise that gives
them an indispensable voice worth respecting in discussions of strategy.
But they are the agents, not the principals. Military subordination to civilian authority is a defining feature of most governments, particularly republican ones, and democracy cannot survive for long without it. Civilian
authority derives not from some superior wisdom but from the fact that
civilian politicians are chosen and unchosen by the ultimate principal: the
electorate. Civilians oversee national security decisions not because they
are right but because the Constitution and laws give them the right, the
authority, and the responsibility. And it is their right, even when they are
wrong in the choices they make. They have a right to be wrong.9
Against this backdrop, as military and civilian learn to understand and
relate to one another, they must work together to overcome numerous
obstacles. We highlight three that have arisen in every post-1945 administration and a fourth that reflects the unusual tenure of President
Donald Trump.
16  STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2021
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What is “Best Military Advice”?
Recent chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, when pressed to describe
their roles, have often responded that one was “to provide best military
advice.”10 Viewed in the most positive way, the leaders are trying to indicate that their assignment is to give advice in the policy-making process
that conveys their professional judgment about the military dimensions of
the problem and that reflects good staff work. It is decidedly not “telling
the boss what he or she wants to hear based on political calculations and
irrespective of hard military realities.” But “best military advice” rarely
works in an optimal way. It is misleading as a mantra and, most problematically, often poorly received by civilian superiors when framed that way.11
To civilian ears, “best military advice” can sound like a threat. Civilians
do not trust the benign connotation, for when do professionals ever render
less than their best opinion or judgment? Instead, it comes across as a
thinly veiled attempt to box in the decision makers because “best” implies
a singularity. Pick it or else. Or else? Sometimes the “else” is explicit and
sometimes just implicit. For instance, the consequences might be militarily
dangerous or the domestic political costs significant, but the phrase can in
any case feel uncomfortably like a threat. If this single recommendation is
rejected and it leaks, that advice becomes the basis for criticism of the
decision maker. Perhaps there are occasions when professional military
opinion embraces only one alternative, but in practice senior civilian leaders quickly learn, as did Abraham Lincoln, that their challenge is not deciding whether to listen to the generals but deciding which generals to
listen to.12 When in 2006 President George W. Bush had some distinguished military professionals advising in favor of the surge and others
advising against it, which was the “best military advice?”13
Civilian leaders need their military advisors to inject technical military
considerations and military judgment into decision making to offer perspectives that they, as civilians, may lack. Is it a good idea to station a
carrier battle group off the coast indefinitely to shape the environment for
effective diplomacy as a civilian might recommend? The president should
not have to rule on that question until hearing the logistical challenges
and second- and third-order effects for future naval operations that such
an indefinite show of force might entail. Or perhaps he or she needs to be
briefed on the historical experience of similar decisions in that place or
under similar circumstances.
Military expertise is indispensable. But fully considered military advice
in the form of plans and options can only be developed with an awareness
of the larger political context in which the president is operating. The
STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2021  17
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military has the right and the responsibility to present options, even politically unpalatable ones and even when it knows that such advice will be
unwelcome in the Pentagon, Congress, or the Oval Office. Correspondingly, civilian decision makers have a right to review alternatives that better reflect their larger purposes, if only to see clearly why one or another
course of action is inappropriate. This is true regardless of whether the
military is sure a particular course of action is a bad idea. Inherent in the
“right to be wrong” is the right to hear viable options that align with what
the president thinks is preferable—if only to see how difficult and problematic that course might be.
Military advisors who try to short-circuit the process by hiding or omitting certain options or information undermine best practices in civil-
military policy making. Worse yet, attempting to substitute their preferences for those of their civilian superiors—and slapping the label “best
military advice” on such efforts—will not spin that inconvenient truth
away. Worst of all, appearing to box in their bosses will forfeit the trust on
which effective relations depends when they inevitably seek other military
counsel in search of more options. Properly done, military advice entails
speaking up, not speaking out. Speaking up is telling the bosses what they
need to hear, not what they want to hear. If senior military leaders have a
contrary opinion, it is their professional obligation to ensure civilian leaders know before a decision is cast in stone. But speaking up in private
within the chain of command is very different from speaking out, which
involves going to the press or to influential people with such access. The
latter would surely be interpreted as pressuring a president to accede to
military preferences. Seasoned military leaders learn to work with their
civilian counterparts in an iterative process that is responsive, candid, and
flexible, eventually yielding assessments that might differ markedly from
where either side in the dialogue began.14
At the end of the process, best practice yields a decision followed by full
and faithful execution. This may be a decision not to decide, to await
events, or to otherwise maintain maximum flexibility for the deciding official. Or the decision may involve a course of action riskier than the military thinks wise. Provided the military was consulted, that decision will
have been made with full awareness of its perspective. Even if not, provided that the decision is legal, only one outcome is acceptable: obedience.

Why No Norm of Resignation?
Every American military leader we have engaged on this subject—and
we have engaged thousands—understands that the military must resist,
18  STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2021
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even disobey, illegal orders. Likewise, it must obey legal orders, even those
it dislikes. Every military leader is trained in how to use the extensive institutional apparatus of military, DOD, and Department of Justice lawyers
and other advisers to determine what to do when the legality of an order
is questionable. What produces a rich and often contentious discussion is
how military leaders should respond to legal orders they judge to be profoundly unethical, immoral, or unwise. In such a situation, can a military
leader ask for reassignment or retirement—done either silently or with
public protest—rather than obey?
The first step toward an answer requires dispelling a myth. Too many
senior officers—to include several chairmen of the Joint Chiefs of Staff—
have said or written that the duty to disobey illegal orders extends to immoral and unethical orders. As retired Air Force deputy judge advocate
general Maj Gen Charles Dunlap carefully explained, the Uniform Code
of Military Justice makes no allowance for disobeying “immoral” or “unethical” orders; the choice is legal versus illegal.15 Military professionalism
unequivocally requires everyone in uniform to behave in both a legal and
ethical fashion. Still, this dictum does not permit senior officers to resist
legal orders based on their own personal standard or definition of what is
moral and ethical since that is highly subjective and varies by individual.
The only criterion that allows for disobedience is illegality. The matter is
simply put. Military members who resist following an illegal order will be
protected and exonerated. Alternatively, service members who resist following a legal order that somehow offends a subjective ethical or moral
standard can be punished and condemned. It is the job of the voters to
punish and remove elected leaders for unwise behavior.
At this point, thoughtful senior military leaders usually object that they
are not mere automatons who reflexively translate orders into actions. Are
there not more options beyond the simple obey/disobey binary? Yes, but
the details matter. For starters, it is essential that the military has first exhaustively fulfilled its obligations in advance of a decision. The advisory
process is a time for raising awkward questions, offering sensible objections, and clarifying what makes a course of action unwise (or possibly
unethical and immoral). The imperative of military obedience does not
require the immediate execution of the slightest whim expressed by any
responsible civilian.
The policy-making process is a dialogue—though an unequal one—not
a monologue. Officers who think they have options to consider after an
order has been given must first demonstrate that they have not shirked the
responsibility to advise in full candor. It takes a certain kind of courage to
STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2021  19
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speak up forcefully even within the confidential policy-making process
when the president or secretary of defense has signaled the direction. Yet
best practices in civil-military relations require that courage. Best practices
also require that the military understands when it has adequately made its
case and thus the point where the obligation to advise has been fulfilled—
and the point beyond which further pressing of the matter impedes civil-
military relations. Many subordinates expect their uniformed superiors to
press military perspectives on the civilians, believing in a norm that the
military should go beyond “advising” to “advocating” and even “insisting”
on certain courses of action.16 In some cases, they misread H. R. McMaster’s influential book Dereliction of Duty, assuming that the Vietnam failure at its root was the unwillingness of the Joint Chiefs to stand up to the
civilians and, indeed, to resign in the face of civilians who ignored military
advice on strategy in the conflict.17
The Joint Chiefs obviously did not resign in the Vietnam War, and such
resignations at the topmost military ranks are essentially nonexistent.
Many senior officers retire before reaching the topmost position for various reasons. Those in the most sensitive assignments, however, know that
a sudden or unexplained departure would be interpreted as some sort of
dispute with civilian policy, decisions, or leadership that likely heightened
civil-military conflict. Some senior military officers submit their retirement papers when they are fed up with the direction the service or a policy
appears to be heading. But this is not resignation. Some submit their retirement papers, usually misidentified as resignation papers, as a substitute
for getting fired. Neither is that resignation. Submitting retirement papers
gives agency to the superior, who can reject them and insist the officer
continue to serve. Resignation removes that agency and thereby subverts
the superior’s authority.18
The closest example of a possible resignation as a protest in the last three
decades is Air Force chief of staff Ron Fogleman’s departure before completing his four-year term. In reality, treating this as resignation stems from
a fundamental misunderstanding of what happened and why. Fogleman
requested an early retirement when he believed that the senior Pentagon
civilian leadership had lost confidence in his judgment. He also went silently in the hopes of preventing his leaving being interpreted as a clash
with the secretary of defense over blocking the promotion of the general in
charge in Saudi Arabia during the lethal Khobar Towers terrorist attack.
Nonetheless, Fogleman’s effort backfired. His silence led many to believe
his was a “resignation in protest,” a misinterpretation that persists today.19
20  STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2021
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In the American system, there is no norm of resignation because it
undermines civilian control.20 For the top two dozen or so flag officers—
the service chiefs, combatant commanders, and commanders of forces in
active combat—resignation either in silence or with protest would be a
huge news story and trigger a political crisis for the president or secretary
of defense. Even the threat of resignation would constitute an attempt to
impose military preferences on civilian authorities. Going beyond the role
of advising and executing a decision properly ordered by civilian authority
directly contradicts civilian control, and the consequences for civil-military
relations would reverberate far into the future. Civilians would choose the
most senior officers based on their pliability rather than on experience,
expertise, ability, character, and other criteria necessary for high command
and responsibility. Political leaders already have some incentive to vet appointments for compatibility with administration priorities or policies—
in effect, politicizing the high command. There is some tantalizing evidence suggesting this might happen on the margins.21 Nevertheless, the
motivations for this sort of corruption in senior officer selection would be
far greater if a norm of resignation in protest took hold. Fearing the political consequences of resignation, presidents, secretaries of defense, and
service secretaries would trust senior officers less, weakening the candor
necessary for intense discussions of critical matters. To forestall the possibility of resignation, consultation with senior officers could become perfunctory window dressing to prevent criticism or political attacks. The
threat of resignation could also cause civilian leaders to bend to the will of
the military to forestall a politically costly resignation. Either way, resignation with protest as a common practice would soil the advisory process
and diminish healthy civil-military relations. As long as the military retains its high standing with the public and high partisanship continues to
characterize American politics, the precedent would weaken and perhaps
poison civil-military relations to the detriment of effective candor, coopera
tion, policy, and decision-making. Indeed, there is a strong norm against
resignation for good reason, but there is growing evidence that attitudes are
changing about whether resignation is appropriate.22 Senior military leaders need to internalize the norm against resignation and reflect on how it
shapes and constrains their role in the policy-making process.

Congress and the Challenge of Civil-Military Relations
Even without resignation as an option, the military is not entirely without recourse when faced with clearly dysfunctional policies or deficient
orders from civilian superiors. Thanks to a key design feature of the Ameri
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can system embedded in the Constitution, Congress is also the “civilian”
in civilian control. The legislative branch has constitutional powers as direct as deciding the design of military policies and forces and as indirect as
having the power of the purse and the authority to approve military promotions and assignments. In practice, the president’s commander-in-chief
powers and executive functions are vast, particularly during wartime.
Clearly, the executive branch enjoys primacy in civilian control of the
military. It has the responsibility of command and large staffs for planning
and managing strategy and complicated joint and combined operations.
But the military is also subordinate to the legislative branch, and woe befalls senior military leaders who fail to appreciate this fact.
To be sure, this division and power sharing often put military officers in
contentious situations. In theory, the president and Congress work together to authorize, appropriate, and execute military policy. In practice, in
the absence of a clearly existential war or military crisis, the president and
Congress debate all sorts of military questions, sometimes making the
armed services innocent victims of larger partisan struggles. Politically
deft military agents have learned over several generations how to balance
the president against Congress and vice versa, thus confusing and often
warping healthy civil-military relations. Ultimately, these tactics produce
less effective military policies and decisions.
Because of Congress’s constitutional role in making defense policy, it
has a legitimate call on military advice and opinion and has levers it can
pull to compel a reluctant military to provide advice. Congress must vote
to confirm every military officer’s rank, and at the topmost levels that vote
is on a by-name, by-assignment basis. Before confirmation, congressional
committees require top officers to promise, under oath, that they will give
Congress their personal, professional opinion on national security matters
if asked during the legislative process. Because of the constitutional separation of powers, Congress cannot force senior military officers to reveal
what they told the president during the confidential advisory process. Still,
Congress can compel officers to reveal their personal, professional opinions on the matter.
This is the constitutionally mandated path of “resistance” for a military
officer to register legitimate concerns about a policy or decision. However,
it is a delicate situation that can ruin civil-military relations inside the
executive branch if done without careful thought and wording. One caveat
is that such candor is rarely applauded by the White House, DOD, or
armed services, which are more likely to view it as insubordination. In fact,
resistance can be tantamount to insubordination if marshalled to cham22  STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2021
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pion military perspectives over decisions already made or under considera
tion. Achieving the right balance is a tightrope the military must walk.
Staying balanced means that senior leaders honor their obligation to obey
and implement legal orders from the commander in chief, even if they
deem them unwise. In parallel, they must meet their constitutional duty to
apprise Congress of their personal reservations if directly asked. Throughout the process, senior military leaders must do so without undermining
the morale of their forces, which will bear the brunt of any policy decision.
The more senior the military officer and the more significant the responsibilities, the more likely that officer will face the tightrope dilemma—
perhaps multiple times in a career.
Another difficulty in dealing with Congress is parochialism. It is the
belief that the military pursues the national interest and that Congress is
concerned with only personal or narrowly partisan matters. A military
officer looks at a member of Congress and is tempted to think, “All he or
she cares about is getting reelected, keeping bases and jobs in their states
or districts, and championing the military for political advantage. We are
the ones thinking about national security, and they are thinking about the
next election.” This is a sentiment we have heard countless times from
senior military leaders. Such attitudes can be self-defeating, for the officer
who displays that mindset in a congressional hearing or other interaction
may experience unhappy repercussions. Those holding this view are also
somewhat lacking in self-awareness. Military officers can harbor parochial
views, sometimes unwittingly, that lie rooted in service culture, their current assignment, or limited career experience. Thus, national security necessitates consideration of many factors, precisely the sort that will be on
the minds of the voters and of those who answer to the voters. Senior
military officers do not have to answer directly to the electorate and can
indulge parochial concerns, wrapping them in the patina of “the national
interest,” viewing (and believing sincerely) that what is good for their service, command, or function is good for the country. That said, precisely
because many members of Congress lack the experience and perhaps even
the wherewithal to truly grasp national security affairs in all their variety
and complexity, it is important that they be well staffed and well supported in wielding their power. A capable member of Congress can do
much good, but a misinformed member can do extraordinary harm. Successful civil-military relations require the military to work closely, co
operatively, and transparently with congressional authorities every bit as
carefully as they do in the executive branch.
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Military officers who have spent most of their professional lives rising
in their service or in joint duties naturally focus on civil-military relations
in the top-down hierarchy of the executive branch. Most military facilities
feature a pyramid that depicts photos of the chain of command beginning
with the commander in chief. Accurate civil-military relations require one
more photograph alongside the president: the US Capitol dome.

The Distinctive Features of Trumpian Civil-Military Relations
The foregoing discussion reflects timeless concerns that can be traced
through every administration in the era of American superpower status
and many to a much earlier time. Every administration experiences civil-
military friction; what distinguishes success from failure is not avoiding
friction but learning how to manage it. Nevertheless, President Trump’s
single term in office added distinctive twists that made relations especially
difficult. Two deserve special, if brief, mention.
First, Trump relied to an unusual degree on recently retired or not-yet-
retired military officers to fill positions customarily reserved for civilian
political appointees. Every administration has made this type of selection,
and it is possible to find a precedent for every individual appointment.
Nevertheless, the collective and cumulative effect was quite unusual—particularly in the combination of offices so staffed. At one point, President
Trump had a recently retired four-star Marine as secretary of defense (one
who required a congressional waiver to hold that post), an active-duty
three-star Army general as national security advisor, and another recently
retired four-star Marine as White House chief of staff—the most politically sensitive and powerful nonelected post in the White House. The secretary of defense position was especially crucial since that post is supposed
to embody the key “civilian” below the president in civilian control. While
the president is the commander in chief, the presidency has vast functions
and responsibilities. The president is thinking about many things all the
time while the secretary of defense is the chief civilian thinking about national security. All three of these top offices were also staffed by many
deputies and advisors who were themselves current or recently retired
military officers. Everyone’s first name was “General,” and President Trump
regularly referred to each as such. As a result, it was a near certainty that the
primary military advisor to the president—whom the president looked to
for a trusted military opinion—was not the person legally identified as the
principal military advisor, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
If the military voice was likely too prominent during early stages of the
Trump presidency, there were concerns that the military voice lost too
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much of its access in the later stages as Trump tired of “his generals” and
they left the administration one by one. In his last weeks in office, Trump
did away with regular order altogether, firing his secretary of defense and
running military affairs from the White House through a chain of command and policy process populated almost entirely by “acting” and “acting
in the capacity of ” loyalists, some senior retired military and most unconfirmable in their positions. Trump ended with possibly the weakest civilian team ever to serve as the “civilian” in contemporary civil-military relations. After beginning his administration with boasts about how much the
military loved him and he loved the military, Trump ended his term with
some of the most fractious relations in recent decades.23
Second, Trump’s unusual governing style made a mockery of “best
practices” in the military advisory role. Two, largely separate, policy-
making processes developed during his tenure. One operated on issues
that did not interest the president and on which he never engaged. That
process was routine and, on occasion, produced almost textbook examples
of how the policy-making process should proceed. For instance, the Trump
administration produced a serious National Security Strategy (NSS) in record time. The NSS was closely integrated with the 2018 National Defense
Strategy, which largely drove lower-level budgetary decisions. Yet there is
little evidence that Trump himself took the NSS seriously or believed in
its “allies are important” core message. The NSS proved to be a decent
guide to issues the president himself did not personally engage on and to
be utterly irrelevant to matters the president cared about, followed, intervened in, and rendered an opinion on.
This brings us to the other parallel policy-making process: the twitterverse where the president weighed in, often as a commentator and critic of
his own administration. Repeatedly, national security policy would be
developed according to a regular interagency process only to be undone by
a contradictory and often shocking presidential tweet. “A tweet is not an
order” never had to be said before the Trump era but had to be said repeatedly during it. While a tweet was not an order, it was an unprecedented
window into the commander in chief ’s “intent,” and so the policy process
was repeatedly whipsawed to align with a new eruption. More likely than
not, those posts could be traced to some punditry on Fox TV, a longtime
Trump hobbyhorse, a comment by or recommendation of a friend, or
some political maneuver versus a problem of sufficient importance to warrant an intervention from the top.
The military learned to adjust to these twists without a full-blown crisis,
but civil-military relations at the policy-making level were strained close to
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the breaking point on numerous occasions. President Joseph Biden’s promise to return to normalcy—which in civil-military terms meant a return to
a normal process with all its friction—was nowhere more welcome than in
the Pentagon. Even there, Biden began with norm-breaking of his own. He
chose as his secretary of defense former Army general Lloyd Austin, who
required a special vote from Congress to waive the legal prohibition on
appointing a recently retired professional officer sooner than seven years
past retirement. This had been done only twice before in the 69 years the
office existed—to confirm Gen George C. Marshall to the position in 1950
and Gen James Mattis in 2017. In both cases, the move was something of
a vote of no confidence in the civilian team, to include most notably the
presidents themselves. This time, it was likely that Austin’s successful confirmation reflected more the crisis of concern about political divisions in
the republic after the 6 January attacks on the Capitol by supporters of
President Trump than any doubts about Biden’s role as civilian commander
in chief. But it is undeniable that Austin went to considerable lengths to
pledge his commitment to civilian control. He laid out specific steps he
would take to shore up the role of civilians in the making of policy precisely
to address the types of concerns we outlined above.24

Civil-Military Interaction across Society
The other category of issues in American civil-military relations that
senior leaders must understand involves interactions with civilian society
more broadly, from the individual to entire institutions and from the episodic to the continual. Here again there is a paradox. On the one hand,
the US public expresses high levels of trust and confidence in the military.
Indeed, the military is the major governmental institution enjoying the
highest level of public support, and this has been true since the late 1980s.
On the other hand, the public has shown historically low levels of social
connection with the military, most notably a low propensity to volunteer
to serve in uniform. Thus, while the public highly regards the military, it
is distanced from it, as if saying “thanks for your service, but we are glad
we don’t have to join you.” In recent years this large set of intersections
and interactions has been labeled a “civil-military gap” or in popular parlance the “1 percent and 99 percent,” referring to the tiny portion of the
public that serves in uniform either in the active or reserve forces. There
are three hardy perennials in this category that every recent administration has encountered at some point, but also some distinctive features
peculiar to the Trump era.
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Seeds of Alienation
The largest concern is a fear that civilian society and the military will
become so alienated from each other the result will be a military incapable
or unwilling to serve society. Though they had different diagnoses and
prescriptions, this was the common concern animating the two great
founders of American civil-military relations scholarship, Huntington
and Morris Janowitz.25 Huntington saw civilian society and the military as
distant from each other, especially at the level of norms and values, and
urged civilian society to embrace more of the military’s thinking, norms,
values, and worldview. Janowitz saw the same disconnect and advised the
military to develop a new conception of its role and its professionalism to
better align with civilian society. Both saw a natural gap as a problem because they doubted that two groups, so dependent on each other but so
antithetical in perspectives, could maintain sufficient respect to sustain
effective national security policies.
Concerns about the gap escalated with the end of the draft in the early
1970s and have remained high as the all-volunteer force reached maturity
in the post–Cold War era. There were brief rally-round-the-flag moments
during the invasion of Kuwait in 1991 and in the aftermath of the 9/11
attacks, but those quickly gave way to doubts about public connections to
the military when “the 1 percent went to war and 99 percent went to the
mall,” a common aphorism heard in the national security community.26
The extensive polling data over the past several decades support several
basic conclusions.27 The public holds the military in high regard but seems
to be happily unknowing about most military policies and activities. Military officers are not so divorced in attitudes and opinions from the general
public, but there often is a wide gulf of opinion and values between the
officer corps and civilian national security elites and elected officials. Both
tend to caricature the other and not always in positive terms. Public ignorance about the military extends to the norms of civil-military relations,
which have only the most tenuous support from the general public and, in
some cases, the military as well.
At the same time, the public expresses high confidence in the military
but expects it to adjust to shifting civilian values. These include such areas
as the role of women in combat, the policing of sexual harassment and
assault, or opening the ranks fully to gay, lesbian, and now transgender
personnel. This is reminiscent of how the military adjusted to racial integration and legal rights for members more congruent with civilian judicial
procedures. The military fully accepts the principle of civilian control but
also worries about societal dysfunctions. It notes that only a quarter of the
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civilian populace at best could even meet the minimum physical, moral,
and mental qualifications for admission to the ranks. Increasingly, the
military seems to be drawing its recruits from the ever-dwindling pool of
families that have prior service connections. Mutual admiration could give
way to mutual alienation. As one retired JCS chairman told us, what happens to a force that has been told for decades it represents the best of
America? Will it not at some point reach the conclusion that it is indeed
better than the rest of America? And from that point, how big of a leap is
it to conclude that the inferior civilian society should conform to the superior military values? As one of us has written, “the role of the military is
to defend society, not to define it.”28
When fewer and fewer Americans have a personal connection to the
military, the burden of representing the military to civilian society—and
bridging the gap—increasingly falls upon the prominent senior general
and flag officers and the men and women they lead. Society cannot rely on
the media or Hollywood to portray either side accurately or explain one to
the other. Senior leaders need to understand that for the rest of their professional lives, and well into retirement, they are bridging—or widening—
that gap, intentionally or unintentionally.

Politics and Politicization
Over the past several decades, concerns about the civil-military gap
have focused on one worry: a growing partisan politicization of the military. This politicization takes several forms. One is the military taking on
something of a partisan identity, with disproportionate numbers openly
espousing partisan views and much of the body politic viewing the military as “captured” by one of the parties. Another is dragging in, or merely
welcoming in, military voices to play a partisan role during political campaigns. A third is the retired military voice growing in prominence in
public policy debates, including those that range far from the traditional
bailiwick of foreign and defense policy questions.
The military has always been considered a conservative institution, one
that aligned more easily with traditional values than with progressive liberalism. This view shaped the Founders’ approach to building military institutions in the new republic, and it was the starting point for the major
theoretical works on American civil-military relations.29 When the professional military was small and on the periphery of American political life—
or when it was large but populated by a draft that pulled from nearly all
sectors of American society—the ideological profile of the military was of
secondary concern. In the era of the all-volunteer force, those concerns
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grew. Here was a large—in fungible fiscal terms, a dominating spending
institution—almost entirely composed of people who chose to be in the
institution, recruited others to follow them, and selected their own leadership except at the very top. In the process, the military started to shed its
long-standing image as apolitical—an institution outside of party politics—and increasingly looked partisan. As political polarization intensified
in the body politic, the military increasingly looked like a Republican institution.30 Experts debated the extent of the Republican identity, noting it
was less pronounced in the enlisted ranks with more diversity in ethnicity,
race, gender, and geographic location of origin—but not the direction of
the skew.31 Perhaps inevitably, as partisan polarization has increasingly
characterized political life, so too does it seem to shape public perception
of the armed forces. Some experts suggest that Republicans and possibly
Democrats view the military through a tribal lens—Republicans as an “us”
and Democrats as a “them”—that distorted perceptions accordingly.32 The
drift has been gradual and may be driven as much by division in the larger
civilian society as by changes in the makeup or behavior of the military itself. Regardless of the cause, it poses a challenge for healthy civil-military
relations during an era when the military consumes a large fraction of the
discretionary federal budget and is so visible in civic life.
Notwithstanding a new partisan appearance, the military remains one of
the few institutions held in high regard across the political spectrum. Consequently, politicians have increasingly used the military to further partisan
political ends. Thus, every four years, we have the unseemly spectacle of
political candidates—especially those seeking the presidency—recruiting
endorsements from senior retired military officers to persuade Americans
to vote accordingly. Regulations forbid the active duty military to express
an open preference, so candidates look for the next best thing: retired senior officers whose first names remain “General” or “Admiral” after they
stop wearing the uniform. The higher the rank, the more recently retired,
and the more famous, the better.33 Every chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff in the past 20 years has expressed dismay in private or public about
this practice because it falsely implies a preference for the active duty military, making the job of serving the commander in chief and working with
Congress, regardless of party, more difficult. But the practice continues and
in 2016 reached a new, tawdry level with senior retired officers going well
beyond anodyne endorsements. At the national party nominating conventions, their rhetoric crossed over into the most vitriolic of ad hominem attacks of the sort considered inappropriate for the candidates themselves to
level.34 Campaigns cannot be expected to exercise self-restraint in this area.
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Hence, the military will escape the political muck only if retired officers
resist the temptation to trade on their institutions’ reputation for lack of
partisanship to commit a brazenly political act. If they wish to join the
political fray, they should do so openly as political candidates themselves
and not pretend to speak as apolitical observers.35
Senior officers on active duty also worry about another form of politicization: the prominent role given retired military veterans as pundits in
ongoing policy debates, usually as talking heads on television or purveyors
of “gotcha” quotes in news stories. This occurrence has a long pedigree in
American civil-military relations. President Dwight Eisenhower worried
aloud in his farewell address about a “military-industrial complex” that
distorted policy debates by throwing the power of mutual interests behind
a certain course of action.36 These concerns have increased in an age when
the news cycle never ends and “everything became war and the military
became everything.”37 In our view, this form of politicization is less worrisome if only because the military perspective on policy is a legitimate
concern and in practice, every veteran voice on one side of a policy issue is
usually counterbalanced by an equal and opposite veteran voice on the
other. If anything, this dynamic only reinforces the fundamental civilian
challenge in policy making: not whether to heed military advice but which
military opinion to heed. Yet the public second-guessing by former senior
officers who may have lost situational awareness of the full picture is especially grating to the current military advisors. Senior military leaders need
to think in advance how they want to wield their remaining influence once
they join the ranks of the retired.

Budgets and the Myth of a “Civil-Military Contract”
The gap gives rise to an enduring myth of American civil-military relations that American society has an implicit contract with the military: a
promise to adequately resource and support these men and women in exchange for the risk of their lives on behalf of the nation. Generations of
military leaders have mentioned such a contract in countless speeches, but
the sad truth is that American society did not act as if there was one—at
least not regarding the professional armed forces—for almost all of Ameri
can history. There is hardly anything more “American” than underfunding
the military in peacetime. The prevailing pattern in American military
history up through the Korean War was to shirk readiness in peacetime,
discover the full extent of this deficiency just before or during the early
stages of an armed conflict, and repair the damage by ramping up the
military capacity to achieve a victory only to hastily demobilize and return
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to peacetime levels of readiness—then repeat the cycle. Indeed, for most
of its history up until the Cold War, the United States practiced a national
security policy of relatively small peacetime professional forces and mobilization/demobilization for wars.
To the extent there was any societal contract with the military, it was a
narrowly drawn one with its citizen soldiers, especially its draftees, symbolized by its system of pensions after the War for Independence and the Civil
War, the Veterans Administration after World War I, and the GI Bill after
World War II. Over the course of the Cold War, when the military was
peopled by draftees and volunteers, and since the onset of the all-volunteer
force in the early 1970s, the contract became more robust as the distinction
between temporary citizen soldiers and the professional military waned.
Even then, some of the promises for health care and other benefits did not
seem to fit the idea of “the contract” as expressed by military leaders.
Today, the notion of a societal contract with the military may face a new
test. In the five decades since the introduction of the all-volunteer armed
forces, thanks to a dramatic expansion in defense spending along with increased pay and benefits, two generations of officers have come of age without personal experience with the previous norm of a chronically under
funded military. Now, all the signs seem to augur a new era of major
budget challenges. Intensifying great power conflict and competition imply a new, expensive arms race just as the consequences of previous budget
choices create grave fiscal pressure for cutbacks. These cannot be waived
away with a glib reference to a societal contract with those who promise to
defend us. The current generation of service members may see a leveling
or decline in defense spending—while personnel costs for both active duty
and veterans strain both budgets—and an unwillingness to sustain a military establishment that competes with expanding domestic spending and
continues to add to a swollen national debt.

The Distinctive Features of Trumpian Civil-Military Relations
None of the foregoing would surprise the generation that founded the
United States. Yet the Trump tenure put its own stamp on these problems. Trump enthusiastically embraced and indeed encouraged the politicization of the military, accentuating and exaggerating it at almost
every opportunity.38 Whereas previous presidents at least paid lip service
to the idea of an apolitical military, Trump talked openly about the military as part of his political base. At the outset, he openly referred to military leaders as “my generals,” only to turn on them and publicly castigate
them when their advice contradicted his desires or they left his employ.39
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In response to critiques from prominent retired senior military officers,
Trump openly denounced the senior ranks as war-hungry careerists eager
to increase weapon sales while insisting that the lower ranks remained
personally loyal to him.40
Likewise, Trump repeatedly sought to use the military in settings that
crossed the boundary into the nakedly political. During his first few weeks
in office, he surprised the Defense Department by turning a standard meet-
and-greet visit to the Pentagon into a signing ceremony for his controversial ban on refugees from Muslim majority countries.41 He repeatedly
sought to get the military to provide him a flashy parade through Washington, DC, large enough to rival the Bastille Day parade President Emanuel
Macron hosted for Trump in France, despite no American precedent for
such parades on American national holidays.42 In the run-up to the 2018
midterm elections when he could not get Congress to fund the building of
a wall along the border with Mexico, he declared a national emergency,
shifted military appropriations to the wall, and directed military personnel
to patrol the border.43 In each of these instances, the military dragged its
feet but, acceding to civilian control, mostly went along with the controversial actions. The breaking point came in the wake of the killing of
George Floyd by a Minneapolis police officer in spring 2020. As localities
struggled with protests, a few including violence and some even in the
vicinity of the White House, President Trump ordered the National
Guard to patrol the streets of Washington. He flirted with mobilizing
active duty units for a more dramatic show of force, subsequently arranging for the JCS chairman and defense secretary to join him on a photo-op
walk across Lafayette Park after peaceful protestors there had been forcibly
dispersed. The photo op, clearly political, crossed an ethical line, causing
JCS chairman Gen Mark Milley and Defense Secretary Mark Esper (a
West Point graduate and retired Army Reserve officer) to apologize publicly for appearing in a political event—probably the first-ever public
apology from a chairman for something so obviously partisan.44 Esper
paid for his public disagreement with Trump by being summarily fired
after Trump lost the presidential election.45
After this rupture came the extraordinary events of 6 January. A mob
inflamed by President Trump’s false claims that he was a victim of massive
electoral fraud battled the police, broke into the Capitol building, and
tried to thwart the process of confirming Biden’s electoral college victory.
Some mob participants may even have sought to kill political leaders they
thought stood in the way of a second Trump term. Security forces may
have been slow to respond to the unfolding chaos out of fear that they
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would get caught once again in a political cross fire, but after a delay they
sided decisively with the constitutional order and ensured that the transfer
of presidential power could occur without further interruption. Nevertheless, the prominence of some veterans among the most violent of wouldbe insurrectionists raised concerns about the presence of extremists in the
military—and renewed calls for the military to recommit to the traditional
apolitical norm.46 The Biden administration team has made it clear that it
will prioritize restoring old norms and redlines on politicization, but undoing the damage to the perception of the military as an apolitical institution may take years of scrupulous behavior by civilian and military alike.

Conclusion: What Can Be Done
Every senior military and civilian leader will face at least a few of the
challenges addressed above, and most will encounter them all at some point
in a career or in retirement. Each challenge is made more manageable if civilian and military leaders develop relationships characterized by trust and
candor. Trust is the universal solvent in civil-military relations. It is the
benefit of the doubt earned over patterns of responsible conduct where each
party speaks fully and straightforwardly with the other, genuinely seeks
mutual understanding, and partners in cooperation for shared objectives.
Trust is intentionally built through deliberate action. Because of the
two paradoxes of American civil-military relations, it cannot merely be
assumed. Trust is developed step by step through frequent interactions
and conversations, formal and informal, in the workplace and at social
events. It constitutes a reservoir that must be filled in advance, only to be
drawn down in a crisis and quickly replenished. When trust is most
needed, it is too late to build it.
Although the military is clearly the subordinate in this relationship, it
must be the initiator and not wait for superiors to take the first step. In our
experience, senior military leaders spend remarkably little time—and senior civilian leaders even less—reflecting on the dynamics that shape
American civil-military relations.
As with other professional occupations (e.g., lawyers, doctors, teachers,
and the clergy), it is up to the experts, not their bosses or clients, to mold
the relationship and influence the interactions as much as they can to provide the most functional and effective outcomes. It is up to the professionals to think through the ethical guidelines; learn, rehearse, and promote
best practices; and apply them in an ongoing fashion even from a subordinate position. All military officers lead their subordinates but must also
help their superiors to be successful commanders and leaders. Sometimes it
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falls to the subordinate to prepare the superior to lead with maximum effectiveness. This might be thought of as “leading from the middle”—a
challenging, daunting assignment but hardly impossible. Generations of
senior military leaders, stretching back to George Washington, figured out
how to do it well with civilians of disparate abilities. It would be productive
if civilian leaders joined enthusiastically in studying civil-military relations.
More importantly, however, military leaders must commit to taking on the
responsibility to know and study civil-military relations. They must prepare
their peers and subordinates to assume stewardship of healthy civil-military
relations for the good of our future.
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Civil-Military Relations and Civilian Control

Civil-military relations at the pinnacle of government has often differed, and differed
dramatically, in war from the relationship in peacetime. And relations have often differed
depending on the era, country, type of war, personalities, and other variables. The
"normative" theory in the United States, frequently voiced by political leaders since the Vietnam
War and indeed extant in the scholarly literature beginning with Samuel P. Huntington's
influential and iconic volume in 1957, The Soldier and the State: The Theory and Politics of
Civil-Military Relations, is that once the fighting begins, the politicians set the goals and then
turn the war over to the military, refraining from further direction and interference.
Such has not been the case in American history, at least for presidents since the beginning
of the Republic, with the possible exception of Woodrow Wilson in World War I. And during the
Cold War, from the mid-1940s to the beginning of the 1990s--a period marked by both active wars
and periods without major military operations involving combat-- American presidents and their
secretaries of defense sometimes actively monitored and even directed strategy and military
operations, and sometimes not--with inconsistent results. Eliot Cohen argues that a common
pattern of successful wars has been the intervention of presidents and prime ministers at crucial
points of their conflicts, contrary to what most political and military leaders think or say in the
United States today.

Eliot A. Cohen, Supreme Command: Soldiers, Statesmen, and Leadership in Wartime (New York:
The Free Press, 2002), pp. 1-14, 199-207, 225-233, 239-248.
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Civilian Control Problems in the Last Twenty Years

Civil-military relations at the top of government in the United States involves hundreds of people besides the most senior
political and military leaders in the executive branch. The principals and staffs in OSD, JCS, the White House, the service
secretariats, combatant commands, government departments, and independent agencies inside and outside the Department of
Defense, and in the Congress, are involved in making policy, crafting and coordinating decisions, and executing the laws and
decisions of elected and appointed officials. In this chapter on the subject from her book The Inheritance: America’s Military
After Two Decades of War (2022), Dr. Mara Karlin discusses the problems in cooperation and collaboration in recent years in
national defense from her extensive experience in DoD and as a scholar of military affairs. For this, her second book, she draws
on dozens of interviews with flag officers. Further information on her background is available at https://www.defense.gov/
About/Biographies/Biography/Article/2499282/dr-mara-karlin/. Is your own experience consistent with her analysis?

4

The Military's Relationship with Its Overseers
The Crisis ofMeaningful Civilian Control

"We're probably raising Powells."

The last two decades of war have transformed the cracks that have
always existed between the military and the civilians who formulate
national security policy-most of whom are in the executive branch
into a chasm. A crisis of meaningful civilian control afflicts the military's
relationship to the government, the third leg of Clausewitz's social trin
ity. The manner in which civilian political leaders have made decisions
about military interventions, which has often been done with little stra
tegic clarity, has, on the whole, represented a failure of civilian control
of the military. Absent meaningful civilian control, the military has re
sorted to framing conflicts in its own ways, further fomenting the crisis.
This is illustrated in four patterns of behavior: some in the military's
tendency to blame civilians for failures rather than to conduct serious
introspection; the resurgence of the Powell Doctrine; the popularity of
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the "best military advice" concept; and military efforts to minimize ci
vilian oversight in crucial arenas.
The crisis of confidence and the crisis of caring both interact with
and shape the crisis of meaningful civilian control. The first has meant
that civilian leaders have repeatedly sent the military to deal with prob
lems it could not reasonably solve on its own. The second, in which the
public elevated an increasingly alien military over other forms of public
service while largely abdicating its own civic duty, has made the mili
tary feel increasingly isolated but means it hasn't had to face the costs
of strategy failures abroad. Aggravating each of these legacies of war
harming the military's inability to understand its purpose and inhibit
ing the public's ability to shape what is being done in its name-impedes
civilian control of the military.
In the U.S. system, there exist multiple institutional lenses for ex
amining civil-military relations in general, and civilian control of the
military in particular, because civilians oversee the military through
both the executive and legislative branches of government. The presi
dent is the constitutionally declared commander in chief. Congress is
given the "power of the purse"-the ability to disburse funds-and the
right to authorize the use of force. The secretary of defense is the civil
ian "overseer in chief," manifesting oversight as the only civilian in the
chain of command (besides the president) and engaging with the U.S.
military daily on an extensive range of issues of enormous significance
to national security. This role is, therefore, critical for understanding the
crisis of meaningful civilian oversight.
Regardless of which lenses or theories one uses to examine civil
military relations, the entire concept of civilian control of the military is
imbued with tension.1 Some question if there truly is a crisis in meaning
ful civilian oversight and, more broadly, in civil-military relations. There
is, traditionally, little anxiety about a military coup within the United
States (even if tongue-in-cheek gifts like posters from the 1964 film Seven
Days in May, which imagines a fictional coup attempt, do occasionally
transit the Pentagon). Scholar and retired Major General Charles Dunlap
warns that "crisis" is an old trope that "never materialized."2 Scholar Peter
Feaver is similarly skeptical. Recalling a conversation during a bumpy

perio d of civil-military relations in the mid-199os, Feaver reminds us of
his European colleague's quip: "In my country, we aspire to reach the
depths to which you say you have sunk in the United States.''3 Yet Feaver
acknowledges there are "challenges" and sees merit in the "paradox" in
which scholarship of civil-military relations in the United States focuses
on such concerns even though the problems often are quite small. Feaver
sees productive utility in this worrying, which enables such problems
4
to, ultimately, remain contained. Other scholars, like Risa Brooks and
Lindsey Cohn, and numerous practitioners, like the 2018 National De
5
fense Strategy commissioners, are much more concerned. Another in
dicator of these problematic dynamics is illustrated by a 2020 survey
that found nearly 70 percent of post-9/n veterans believe that "civilians
6
who have not been to war should not question those who have." While
"crisis" may not be the term that resonates with everyone in this com
munity of civil-military scholars and practitioners, it is undeniable that
something in the civil-military relationship is adrift. These dynamics
exist along a spectrum-they are not binary-and even those holding
divergent views would, nevertheless, concur that civil-military rela
tions have drifted into problematic territory. The strength of civilian
control and the manifestation of civilian tensions with the military has
not struck the appropriate balance. Natural tensions have created a gap.
Norms that have been undone have exacerbated this gap and need to be
reestablished.
While the post-9/n wars have not resulted in a civil-military rela
tionship crisis along the lines of General MacArthur during the Korean
War-who was, ultimately, relieved of comman�oy President Harry
Truman for his unwillingness to accede to civilian guidance-one can
and should expect healthier relations. Moreover, there exist particular
challenges in managing these tensions inherent to extended periods of
conflict, like the post-9/n wars, since "in wartime in particular civilians
are often too insecure about their knowledge, too fearful of public opin
ion, and too overawed by their military's expertise to exercise much con
trol at all," whereas the military faces unprecedented pressure to show
progress and to account for losses.7
Military leaders-like the commanders of the wars in Iraq and Af-
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ghanistan over the last two decades-have repeatedly expressed con
fidence in their ability to accomplish the tasks given to them by the
political leadership. The dearth of examples of senior officers acknowl
edging that the military's "can do" culture often has been at odds with
what they were being told to do is striking. As victory has proven elu
sive, the military's assignment of blame to external factors like bad po
litical decisions or insufficient resources-admittedly real problems, of
course-has inhibited its ability to take sufficient ownership for the cur
rent state of affairs.lf the military leadership has made insufficient effort
to speak hard truths to the civilian powers, then it is incumbent on them
to accept some responsibility for the course of the post-9/n wars.Wholly
ceding ownership of failure to civilians is wrong-and, ultimately, itself
a failure of duty.

BLAMING OTHERS: A "STAB-IN-THE-BACK" NARRATIVE
Over nearly two decades of conflict, the crisis of meaningful civilian
control has manifested in disproportionate blame for strategic missteps
placed at the feet of civilian policymakers, leading to the hollowing out
of civilian credibility with the military.As one former senior civilian of
ficial explained, the military has inherited "cynicism in multiple direc
tions" that includes "a challenge with being truthful to itself." Another
former senior officer lamented that "the military isn't ready to . ..accept
that some part of our failure is due to lack of its own efforts." ln his
opinion, the military has accepted that it should have done a better job
planning for the post-conflict phase in Iraq, but it has not acknowledged
its other mistakes in the post-9/n wars. "Isn't it our responsibility to
help translate military outcomes into political ends? We failed to do our
share of that here," he declared.
The unwillingness to conduct meaningful introspection was point
edly captured in one former senior officer's argument that the military
has a "stab-in-the-back narrative" focused on blaming civilian leaders
for their lack of commitment and for micromanaging the conflicts. Few
narratives could be more familiar to students of military history than
blaming the politicians and civilians for getting in the way of military
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victory. For example, the "stab-in-the-back" theory of defeat was ad
opted by many German veterans following their loss in World War 1, and
8
it was popular in the U.S. military during the Vietnam War. 1 recognize
that, as scholar Jeffrey P. Kimball underscores, such references can be
"inflammatory." As he accurately points out, however, "lt seems safe to
9
hypothesize that such legends are common responses to defeat in war.''
ln the case of the Vietnam War, in particular, those who propagated this
narrative believed that victory would have occurred "if the correct strat
egy had been followed and if certain of the civilian strategists had ...
allowed the U. S.military to fight the kind of war they were most expe
rienced with."10 Simply put, one should not be terribly surprised by the
military blaming others, but it is, nevertheless, concerning.
The upbraiding largely falls on civilian leaders.The Army's study of
the Iraq War, for example, holds few punches in castigating civilian of
ficials like Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld; in contrast, military
leaders come across as largely blameless." The military is "quick to blame
other leaders like [Coalition Provincial Authority chief Paul] Bremer and
Rumsfeld," explained one senior officer. This blame transcends those
who have fought in the post-9/n wars themselves.For example, while
discussing the Iraq War at a military service academy, I heard young
cadets recount the senior officials they blamed for the Iraq war, includ
ing Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, Deputy Secretary of Defense
Paul Wolfowitz, and Under Secretary of Defense for Policy Douglas
Feith.None named a single senior military leader.Given that most of
them had been kindergarteners in 2003, this narrative was clearly one
they had inherited from others rather than developed through lived
experience. Like the "stab-in-the-back" narrative itself, of course, de
structive inherited narratives are not new.Following the Vietnam War,
former Marine James Webb-a future Reagan administration official
and U. S. Senator-exacerbated civil-military tensions by helping infect
the post-Vietnam War generation of servicemembers with disdain for
those outside the military.In his view, the public wrongly blamed the
military for defeat. In his view, the military leadership should have ex
coriated civilians for a number of wartime sins, including dereliction,
micromanagement, misunderstanding, and poor decisionmaking.12
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This dynamic of blame extends throughout the Obama years, as
well. As one senior retired general officer lamented, "the senior military
realized under the Obama administration they should be seen and not
heard." One general officer explained that he saw Obama administra
tion officials as "suspicious of the military . . . like [they thought] it had
been given too much latitude and deference, and it resulted in strategic
overreach."
A different senior retired general officer erupted in anger when dis
cussing the Obama administration, explaining that "the military was
deliberately marginalized by people who didn't want it to have a voice."
He went further, claiming that "nobody even cared to win" and lam
basting civilian Obama administration leaders for allegedly "cry[ing]
crocodile tears at Walter Reed [Medical Center] but not car[ing] about
the outcome" of the wars. While surely exaggerating the case, his vit
riol was conspicuous, and his accusations represented a dangerous im
pugnment of the motivation and competence of the civilian leaders with
whom he had worked. He diagnosed the Bush administration as "blind
to the complexities and risks of action" and the Obama administration
as "blind to the risks of inaction," remarking that "it's extraordinary the
extent to which there was self-delusion [among the civilian leaders] in
these wars." He feared that contemporary civilian officials, like those of
the Vietnam era, were "looking for what Lyndon Johnson was looking
for: military advice that conforms to their predispositions." More spe
cifically, another retired senior general officer said, "I've been astounded
by how much bitterness I sense from the military about the Obama ad
ministration," underscoring that he found that "the military-the senior
leadership down to the mid-grade officer corps-is very suspect of the
civilian leadership."
One often-cited driver of this suspicion is President Obama's 20n
decision to withdraw from Iraq. While the Obama administration lead
ership saw the Bush administration's agreement with the Iraqi gov
ernment on withdrawal as binding, that approach meant the Obama
administration would bear any subsequent blame (or take the credit)
for following through with it. As ISIS erupted across Iraq and Syria and
the security situation in Iraq declined over the years that followed, some
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civilian decisionmakers. Indeed, a
military leaders grew frustrated with
that the decision to withdraw
former senior civilian official underscored
inaccurately in part because of what happened
is "often characterized
afterwards."
leadTo be very clear, much of this blame is well deserved. Civilian
ibility to make decisions-best
ers have the authority and the respons
to be right," but also the
described by scholar Peter Feaver as the "right
13
have been
"right to be wrong." Throughout the post-9/n wars, there
course.14 As one
many examples of them making the wrong decision, of
lead
former senior general officer underscored, "Ultimately, the civilian
military
ership owns the decisions, but they make those based on best
rather
advice." While his statement is prima facie accurate, it also is a
bili
responsi
subtle reminder that the military leadership has weighty
to
ties, as well. Failing to exercise those responsibilities, particularly due
distrust of civilians, can have dangerous consequences for the respon
sible use of force. Civilian leadership is an enduring reality for past, pres
ent, and future military leaders, so engaging it productively-even amid
dysfunctional and potentially catastrophic decisions-remains critical.

"LIKE VIETNAM, WE'RE PROBABLY RAISING POWELLS"

4-4

This third crisis is colored by the resurgence of the Powell Doctrine
in the post-9/n wars, which came up often in my interviews, and has
a concerningly constrained view of what constitutes meaningful civil
ian control. The Powell Doctrine stemmed from Colin Powell's perplex
ing service in the Vietnam War. His first tour in Vietnam ended early
because, he was told, the conflict was going well. His second tour was
colored by the My Lai massacre investigation. His thinking was further
refined by two key events: Operation Just Cause, the U.S. military op
eration to depose Panamanian dictator Manuel Noriega, and Operation
Desert Storm, the Persian Gulf War. As he described both during and
after his service as chairman of the joint chiefs of staff (CJCS), Powell
believed that the United States must possess "a clear political objective
and stick to it. Use all the force necessary, and do not apologize for going
in big if that is what it takes. Decisive force ends wars quickly and in the
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long run saves lives. Whatever threats we faced in the future, I intended
to make these rules the bedrock of my military counsel."15
He underscored the criticality of capturing American public backing
for war, arguing that the failure to align each leg of Carl von Clause
witz's social trinity-the military, the government, and the people-in
support of the Vietnam War led to defeat.16 Conversely, he argued that
the Persian GulfWar was Vietnam's antithesis. In his view, the "best part
from my perspective is the way in which the American people saw this
operation," which he explained as commanding broad American support
despite prewar concerns over "tens of thousands" of potential American
casualties.17
While Powell is quick to emphasize that "the so -called Powell Doc
trine exists in no military manual," and argues that it is not composed
of "rules," neither he nor other senior military leaders have hesitated to
write about or discuss it.18 Powell's immediate successors as CJCS, Gen
eral Hugh Shelton and General Richard Myers, indicated their support
for the key elements of his doctrine.'9 Major Mike Jackson, deputy direc
tor of the Modern War Institute at West Point, recounted how during
his time as "a cadet in the mid-to -late rggos, the Powell Doctrine was
essentially gospel at West Point."20 Indeed, in his retirement speech one
year before the September n, 2001, terrorist attacks, CENTCOM Com
mander General Anthony Zinni discussed the multitude of challenges
that the U.S. military faced, including al Qaeda and Saddam Hussein,
and expressed his fear that the U.S. military would have difficulty re
sponding to these challenges and then "bitch and moan . . . dust off the
Weinberger Doctrine and the Powell Doctrine and throw them in the
face of our civilian leadership."21

you achieve a result or
it's limited, it means they do not care whether
of binary all
not"-he thrusts policymakers into the untenable position
ly
appropriate
or-nothing military campaigns rather than nuanced ones
23
scaled to a particular conflict and its unique political context.
Looking at the Persian Gulf War and Powell's recommendations for
using overwhelming force, one scholar wondered if this view "may in
itself have contributed to there being a Gulf crisis in the first place." Par
ticularly worrisome, the scholar posits that "this focus on war-fighting
strategy led the U.S. military to underestimate the value of limited mili
tary action as a deterrent to war in the first place" rather than launching

Despite its popularity, the Powell Doctrine suffers from some flaws
that limit its utility in conflicts like the post-g/n wars. First, it offers an
incredibly limited conception of conflict. Powell's emphasis on "using
all the force necessary" and his use of terms like "decisive force" leaves
too little room for the importance of deterrence before and during con
flict and escalation throughout it. 22 By dismissing the potential political
military importance of gradual escalation in coercing adversaries-as
Powell put it during discussions about Bosnia, once civilians "tell me
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a full-blown conflict. 4
In immediately pushing for such an enormous force commitment
during the Persian Gulf conflict, one wonders if Powell was testing the
civilian leadership's seriousness rather than deftly aligning resources
with strategy. Given the unremarkable shows of force and lack of deter
rent moves by the U.S. military before it initiated the massive mobiliza
tion of half a million troops to the Middle East, it is entirely possible
that the Powell Doctrine stood in the way of policymakers taking deter
rent steps that could have avoided war in the first place. Regardless, the
doctrine's emphasis on using the various tools of statecraft separately
from the threat to use force also ignores the complementary impact the
2
former can and should have with the military. 5 Although Powell de
scribed his doctrine in 2017 as "classical military doctrine," it clearly is
2

4-5

anything but.26
Second, the doctrine's persistent desire for "a clear political objec
tive" before using force dismisses that such objectives often evolve
during conflict.27 It is an unrealistic standard and presents a cata
strophic starting point for healthy civil-military relations, particularly
given the character of the post-g/n wars. As scholar Eliot Cohen de
scribed, "the result . . . is a military posture that is prepared only for
all-or-nothing operations, likely to provide civilian leaders with only
28
the harshest of military choices, or indeed none at all." Indeed, Powell
described the Gulf War as "the only time in my career, or in, frankly,
most of American military history, where a chairman [of the joint
chiefs of staff] can say to the president of the United States, I guarantee
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the outcome. And the reason I could guarantee that outcome is that the
president gave us everything we asked for."29 Ironically, then-national
security advisor Brent Scowcroft believed that Powell's massive request
for personnel and assets was "deliberately large with the hope that the
President would reject them and there'd be no operation." He advised
President Bush to give Powell everything he requested-not because he
believed it was needed, but because he thought it would be the only way
to get the military on board.30
The civil-military implications of his doctrine are loud and problem
atic, stemming not just from binary views on the use of force but also
its tendency to shape binary views on the proper roles and responsibili
ties of civilians and military personnel that severely impedes the far
mer's meaningful control of the latter. As one scholar explained, "There
is a definite sense of 'us' and 'them' that permeates Powell's views on
statecraft and the use of military force. His 'us' is definitely his extended
family-the armed forces of the United States. Powell's 'them' are his
civilian masters, including the President, the Secretary of Defense, the
Secretary of State, and their advisors, experts and academics."31
What is most meaningful about the Powell Doctrine, however, is its
resurgence during the post-9/n wars. If this book's Dickensian "ghost
of wars past" is Vietnam, then my interviews made clear that the Powell
Doctrine remains a "ghost of wars present." One senior general officer
warned that, given the character of terrorism, "it's hard to shoehorn the
Powell Doctrine in where we are• today." Still, he contrasted the wars
of today with the Gulf War, which "had objectives, accomplished them,
and went home," and identified the Powell Doctrine as a preferable ap
proach to the use of force. One senior officer snapped, "Like Vietnam,
we're probably raising Powells: I went to war and I did everything you
asked and I fought honorably, but dammit, what do you want me to do?"
In his view, the last two decades of war "will create a leader-like the
Powells that said we are not going to fall into that again."
One retired senior general officer said his peers use language like
"Colin Powell, [when he said] stay out of that kind of thing." In line with
the Powell Doctrine, one senior general officer explained that "there's
this fallacy of limited war." He judged that the United States should

not get into a conflict "unless our vital national interests [are] at such a
threatened state that we're prepared to make a long-term investment."
Similarly, diplomat Kael Weston quotes a three-star general officer re
flecting on his top lesson from serving in Iraq, a lesson that sounds about
as impractical as the Powell Doctrine: If "you are not going to stay, don't
go."12 Based on his experience with the most senior military leaders, one
former senior official feared they planned to "win big and get out" in
future wars, in line with the Powell Doctrine. An overreaction toward
the Powell Doctrine as a part of the legacies of the post-9/n wars could,
thus, inform war planning in a dramatic way.
While there is no contemporary survey research that explicitly ex
amines the military's views of the Powell Doctrine, there have been a few
illuminating proxy surveys. In 2004, 45 percent of mid-grade military of
ficers supported "decisive force," a key element of the Powell Doctrine.33
ln 20n, nearly the same percentage of post-9/n veterans supported the
employment of "overwhelming force" against terrorism.34 And in 2016,
more than half of veterans supported key elements of the doctrine, such
as using force "quickly and massively," but "only in pursuit of the goal of
total victory."35
There are a number of implications of the Powell Doctrine's resur
gence in the military. Looking back, it may have made it more difficult
for military leaders to consider limited objectives for the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan given that commanders consistently developed ambi
tious campaign plans and requested additional resources. One former
senior general officer concurred, saying the military "onl)' understand[s]
the big approach to war" and could not envision a dffferent type of con
flict. Today, it shapes how the military is learning from the post-9/n
wars. The Army's study of the Iraq War, for example, indulges in Powell
Doctrine-esque rhetoric such as propagating the notion that the United
States's wartime objectives were static.36 Looking forward, it may feed
the military's obsession with achieving tactical and operational goals
as opposed to strategic-level successes. Since waging war is a politi
cal instrument, the military's conduct always should be subservient to
the political goal. Operational victory means little unless it results in
a strategic success. The military's judgment must, therefore, serve the
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political objective. This will prove difficult if the Powell Doctrine also
encourages an "us-versus-them" mentality in the military that encour
ages greater mistrust of, or skepticism toward, the civilian leaders who
send troops to war.
Scholar-practitioner Frank Hoffman, a self-proclaimed skeptic of the
Powell Doctrine, tried to apply its criteria as a frame through which to
analyze the post-9/11 wars because of its continued resonance. ln doing
so, he found serious flaws: fuzzy objectives, misplaced enthusiasm for
clear victory, and the fading drumbeat of public disinterest. His argu
ment, that the doctrine does, ultimately, "serve a useful purpose . .. to
ensure the fundamental questions about purpose, risk and costs were
addressed up front" is particularly compelling given the gut-wrenching
costs of nearly two decades at war.37 For the record, Hoffman does not
say that the doctrine has succeeded in doing so but, rather, that it can
be useful in facilitating proper scrutiny of strategy.Steve Leonard, the
"Doctrine Man," is an advocate of referencing the Powell Doctrine for a
similar reason. He sees it as a tool for asking the right questions: "not a
checklist, but a menu for critical analysis and strategy formulation."38
Might a new set of views replace the Powell Doctrine? ln his analysis
of the Washington Post's ''Afghanistan Papers," journalist Greg Jaffe re
called that the last time the U.S. military was unable to attain victory,
in the Vietnam War, "its new religion became the Powell Doctrine."39
One senior official was skeptical that we will see the development of an
alternative, however, as the Powell Doctrine became accepted in large
part because the military itself accepted its defeat in the Vietnam War.
ln his view, "for the next chairman of the joint chiefs of staff to suggest a
Powell Doctrine, he would need to acknowledge that Iraq and Afghani
stan were failures; the military isn't ready to do that." Similarly, a senior
general officer said that "there have not been the decisive conclusions to
these conflicts that will set in stone a break with the past and allow us
to start fresh in the future." To follow Jaffe, after two decades of incon
clusive conflict in the post-9/11 wars, we do not know whether the mili
tary will become Powell Doctrine fundamentalists, strategic agnostics,
or converts to some new doctrinal religion. We can, however, hope that
the most effective prosely tizers will preach greater awareness and un-

derstanding of how one fights and, hopefully, why meaningful civilian
control is crucial.
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A FIVE-SIDED TOWER OF BABEL:
UNTANGLING CIVILIAN AND MILITARY ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

One of the major reasons for the crisis of meaningful civilian control
is a mess of authorities, guidance, roles, and responsibilities among the
40
organizations and people who manage violence. Such a convoluted
swirl-exacerbated by personalities-has bedeviled the United States
throughout the post-9/11 wars. A cacophony of strategic guidance across
the Department of Defense, ultimately, impedes meaningful civilian
control because it makes it harder to determine which guidance is supe
rior; easier to cherry-pick convenient justifications for preferred policies;
trickier to cut through convoluted and confused dialogue over intent and
efficacy ; and safer to engage in bitter bureaucratic knife-fighting than
otherwise. 41 This confusion over roles and responsibilities can be well
understood by examining the office of the secretary of defense (OSD).
While it is the epicenter of steady civilian oversight of the military inside
the Pentagon, its purpose is poorly understood.
The secretary of defense, like the president, manifests civilian con
trol. "The Secretary (of Defense) is the principal assistant to the Presi
dent in all matters relating to the Department of Defense" and provides
"authority, direction, and control" over the Department of Defense, ac
cording to U.S. law.42 ln establishing the position of secretary of defense,
President Harry Truman understood the criticalrryof having a senior
member of his cabinet wholly consumed with military affairs. He cre
ated it "to enhance the powers and effectiveness of his own office; by
shifting military coordination to a supersecretary and a chief of staff,
Truman hoped to free himself for more immediate concerns" and to
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strengthen the civilian role in the chain of command.43
ln practice, the secretary of defense is the most senior civilian who
engages the U.S. military on a daily basis and on an extensive range of
issues. ln day-to-day operations, the secretary is the civilian "overseer in
cliief." Of course, the secretary of defense alone cannot manage the De-
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partment of Defense-as I have written elsewhere, "oversight requires an
organization, not an individual"-but he is not expected to do so. 44 The
secretary of defense exerts civilian control with and through his staff.
Meaningful civilian control requires civilian oversight, which I define
as "watchful and responsible care" over the formulation, implementa
tion, and assessment of national security affairs. 4s The OSD must exer
cise robust oversight to make civilian control by the secretary of defense
possible. OSD's purpose is to "assist the Secretary of Defense in carry
ing out the Secretary's duties and responsibilities and to carry out such
other duties as may be prescribed by law.''46 OSD staff cover a wide range
of issues on behalf of the secretary of defense that have shaped the U.S.
approach to the post-9/n wars, including research, engineering, acquisi
tions, policy, personnel, readiness, intelligence, and budgeting, among
others. 47
By informing the secretary of defense on these issues and shaping
the department's policies, OSD staff help the secretary facilitate the
alignment of political ends and defense resources in strategic ways. To
be clear, OSD is not a separate power center in the Department of De
fense. Rather, it is "the management and advisory team" for the (ulti
mate) boss: the secretary of defense.''48 Scholar Charles Stevenson's book
on the secretary of defense provides the most thorough description of
the responsibilities of OSD personnel: "They are tasked to develop and
promulgate policies to support U.S. national security objectives; to over
see DoD plans and programs; to develop systems to supervise policy im
plementation and program execution; and to serve as the focal point for
DoD participation in other security community activities. In short, they
are extra sets of arms and legs, eyes and ears, and authoritative voices for
the secretary and other senior officials.' 49
As one former senior civilian official explained, "It isn't just a single
voice-not just the secretary of defense or the deputy secretary of
defense-where oversight gets executed. The Department is far too big
of an enterprise. There has to be lieutenants."
Without a capable and informed staff, no individual has the where
withal to do the secretary of defense's job decently, much less effec
tively.so In line with Deborah Avant's work on principal-agent theory,

"principals must think hard about how to select appropriate agents and
51
monitor them to ensure that they act as the principal prefers." Such
"appropriate agents" in the context of the Defense Department must
have the capabilities and expertise to guide how the military imple
ments secretary of defense-level intentions. To take one example: the
under secretary of defense for policy (USDP) plays a critical role in sup
porting the "overseer in chief." Over the years, this position has been
refined by Congress, including most recently in the Fiscal Year 2019 Na
tional Defense Authorization Act, which stated these responsibilities
include "overall direction and supervision" over the National Defense
Strategy, global force posture, and force development, in addition to
2
guiding and reviewing war plans.5 Issues like how to manage, employ,
and develop the military, and how to treat U.S. allies, partners, competi
tors, and adversaries around the world, are fundamental to meaningful
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civilian control.

INTERNAL DYNAMICS HEIGHTEN CRISIS
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Across nearly two decades of conflict, the dynamics inside the Penta
gon heightened the crisis of meaningful civilian control. The balance of
power swayed between the office of the secretary of defense and the joint
staff. It is useful to first recall that the Goldwater-Nichols reforms, which
made the CJCS the "principal military advisor" to the president and to
the secretary of defense, empowered the joint staff, as did creating a vice
chairman role. As one former senior civilian official reflected, however,
this "inadvertently undermined civilian control annoforred the distinc
tions between the Secretary's and Chairman's responsibilities," which
exacerbated dynamics between OSD and the joint staff.s3 This did not
condemn OSD to impotence, however. For example, Donald Rumsfeld
who had famously tense relationships with senior military leaders
entered the George. W. Bush administration as its secretary of defense;
he was quoted as exhorting, "I want to reinstitute civilian control of the
military!" 54 Unsurprisingly, Rumsfeld's team in OSD held a lot of relative
power and had a rocky relationship with the joint staff. This dynamic is
most colorfully described by journalist Dana Priest, who wrote that they
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"weren't willing to take anything for granted. lf you said the sun was up,
they raised the blind and said, 'Let us see."'55
Later in the post-9/n wars, under the tenure of Secretary Robert
Gates, which spanned the Bush and Obama administrations, relations
between the office of the secretary of defense and the joint staff were
markedly different. To be sure, civil-military tensions still existed. Gates
recounted in his memoirs how frustrating it was to get CJCS Admiral
Michael Mullen to support him on rebalancing the military to focus
on non-state conflict. Mullen, who served in that role from late 2007
through late 20n, did not agree with Gates's decision to include in the
defense strategy language that rebalancing would "require assuming some
measure of additional, but acceptable, risk in the traditional sphere."56 In
stead, he sought to issue strategic guidance that ignored the issues of
terrorism, the lraq War, and the Afghanistan War; this was bureaucrati
cally contradictory, since it was "the opposite of what he and 1 had been
telling Congress," according to Gates, and politically insensitive, since he
planned to release it just before the 2008 presidential election.57
This represented a rather dramatic violation of scholar Peter Feaver's
description of civil-military roles, in which the "military quantifies the
risk, the civilian judges it."58 During Mullen's tenure as chairman, more
over, tensions bubbled as Mullen sought to enhance the CJCS's stature.
Gates believed that Mullen "felt the role of the chairman had been di
minished over a period of years, and he was determined to strengthen
it and make the chairman a much more publicly visible senior military
leader."59
ln spite of these tensions and occasional blips, however, Gates's
tenure is seen as a zenith in relations between these two entities that has
not been attained since. "1 believe the last time there was true balance
was when Gates was there," lamented one former senior official ' who
defined "balance" as having capable and confident senior civilian leaders
willing and able to execute meaningful oversight. A few former senior
officials discussed what conditions allowed Gates to strike this balance
between the civilian and military leadership. First, the secretary of de
fense had a substantial background in national security affairs. Second,
he had both President Bush and President Obama's full support to run
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the Department of Defense in line with his vision. Third, he actively
managed dynamics between the office of the secretary of defense and
the chairman of the joint chiefs of staff.
While Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld met these thresholds to varying extents, his approach to management alienated key constituencies.
One former senior official said that Gates told his team that both OSD
and the joint staff formed "one staff that supports me" and he wanted
everyone to "play nice." For example, under his leadership, the under sec
retary of defense for policy and the vice chairman of the joint chiefs of

staff signed a memorandum of understanding to facilitate collaboration
between them and their staffs. ln doing so, explained another former
senior official, they hoped to develop better policy by better staffing the
secretary of defense and the chairman of the joint chiefs of staff. Over
all, as a final former senior official explained, "The biggest factor in all
of this is leadership and having a secretary of defense who knows how
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things are supposed to work."
ln the years since Gates's departure, tensions have grown between
the office of the secretary of defense and the joint staff for a multiplic
ity of reasons. Indeed, they have grown so acute that one former senior
official compared it to the brief and (infamously rocky) professional rela
tionship between Secretary of Defense Les Aspin and CJCS Powell. After
both Aspin and Powell departed in 1994, new Secretary of Defense Wil
liam Perry and new Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General John
Shalikashvili gathered their senior leadership teams and declared that
"this is dysfunctional, does not serve our country, and will change." They
made it clear that the secretary of defense and qes-would now be one
another's "closest counterparts." They warned that "anyone who can't
get with the program will be thanked for their service" and then fired.
According to this former official, the dynamics between the joint staff
and the office of the secretary of defense changed for the better "within
one week." Unfortunately, as of January 2021, there has been no similar
senior civilian and military leader reckoning despite growing dysfunc
tion that serves the nation no better now than it did in 1994.
Multiple former senior officials emphasized that the secretary of de
fense must play a crucial role in pushing past these tensions to be ef-
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f ec tive. They argued that the secretar y is uniquely positioned to inform
and ac tively manage civil-mili tar y dy namics. "The bigges t fac tor in all
of t his is leadership and having a secretar y of defense who knows how
the sys tem was designed, how things are suppose d to work-what good
looks like," explained one former senior official. Change only happ ens
in the Defense Department, as one emphasiz ed, "if the secretar y him
s elf rides herd and fires p e ople." A third former senior civilian official
emph asiz ed that the under s ecretar y of de fe nse for policy's r oles and re
spon sibilities "can' t b e exercised if the secretar y do esn' t want them to
b e-or if the secretar y isn' t attuned to making it possible fo r the under
secretar y to do that." But if the se cretar y is u nwilling to make it clear
that OSD s taff speaks for him or her, th en the system go es awr y. "If the
secretar y doesn' t set t hat to ne and guard it a nd pro tect agains t infringe
ments where he or she sees that happ en," then the joint s taff will dismiss
or ignore the civilian staff. Using colorful metaphors to describ e their
frustration with the se cretaries of d efense who failed to set that atmo
sphere, one former senior official exclaimed that the "fish ro ts from the
head," and counseled, "if no one is guarding t he henhouse , the fox is
going to have a field day."
The CJCS plays a crucial role as well, of course. Chairmen through
out the pos t-9/n wars have varied considerably in how they approached
the role and their interac tion wi th senior civilian leaders. For example,
G eneral Richard My ers was known for taking a more quiescent and con
strained view of his role. G eneral. Martin Dempsey had a more defined
professional vision: he describ ed his job as b eing " the dash," as in the
punc tuation mark, bridging political and military affairs.60
More rec ently, G eneral Joseph Dunfo rd, a well- resp e c ted, profes
sional, and accomplished military leader who served as chairman from
2015 to 2019, "came in with a ver y distinc t agenda for what he b elieved
should b e t he pur view of the joint chiefs of staff," explained one senior
officer. As chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, General Dunford sought
to increase the chairman's power, including worki ng with Congress to
gain more authority to allocate and transfer forces.61 Under th e rubric
of "global integration," which Congress mandated as the chairman's role
in 2016, Dunford play ed a m ore meaningful leadership role across the
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es and the combatant commands-and, in p articular, in
tuilitary ser vic
62
erin g pr iorities. The os tensible reasonin g that
adjudicating their diff
ke the D efense Department
Dunford sought this authori t y was to ma
ary and future wars, including
better able t o contend with contempor
g domains of warfare,
the changing sp eed of communications, emergin
other possible justifications
and expanding global challenges-although
omanagement and overcome
include his desire to escap e civilian micr
63
o t only the joint staff
key civilian leadership vacancies. It is, of course, n
d deb ates.
who can or should adjudicate inter-comb atant comman
Throughout the tenure of S e cretary of D efense James Mattis, from
tary of D efe nse
2017 through 2018, the six-month tenure of Ac ting Secre
y of Def ense
Patrick Shanahan, and the two-month gap b efore Secretar
defense
Mark Esper was swor n in, civilian control de clined over critical
op era
processes, including war planning, managing o ngoing m ilitary
r
tions, and building the future military. Over the same period, the chai
man of the joint chiefs of s taff enthusiastically embraced more i nfluence
over these issues. In shor t, M attis and Shan ahan shirked their respon
64
sibilities to uphold meaningful civilian control of the military. In late
2018, a cong ressionally- mandate d bipar tisan commissio n of for mer
senior civilian and m ilitary officials assessed civil-militar y relations in
65
its quadrennial review of natio nal def ense strategy. As t he resulting
repor t of the National Defense Strategy Commission warned, "civilian
voices have b een relatively muted on issues at the center of U.S. defense
66
and national se curity policy." The commissioners' effor t was par ticu
67
larly notable, since previous iterations had not raised this_ issue.
For y ears under the Trump adminis tration, theTormal processes for
senior civilian appointees, including the secretary of defense, to review
war plans did no t occur. Simultaneously, t he joint s taff i ncreasingly
encroached on this responsibility. For example, the chairman adjusted
the war plan review process so that multiple oppor tunities for the sec
as
retar y and o ther s enior civilian appoi nte es to re view plans, know n
in-progress reviews, were eliminated, while the chairman himself play ed
68
a greater role in a process i ncreasingly ad ap ted to his ne eds. In 2018,
the chairma n released strate gic guidance in which OSD is largely absent
in i ts staff function and in which the secretary of defense appears only
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marginally in relation to topics that are core to that position's respon
sibilities as established in Title IO of the U.S. Code.69 The National De
fense Strategy Commission,which,of course,understood that war plans
that disregard the political aspects of conflict do not work,reiterated the
crucial role played by senior civilian officials in war planning. They also,
apparently, felt that this role was threatened, because they urged senior
civilian officials to "exercise fully their Title IO responsibility for preparing
guidance for and reviewing contingency plans."70
As previously mentioned, over the same period, Chairman Dun
ford also sought greater authority to shift operational forces around
the world.71 The National Defense Strategy Commission expressed its
strong dissent, declaring that,"bluntly, allocating priority-and allocat
ing forces-across theaters of warfare is not solely a military matter. It
is an inherently political-military task, decision authority for which is
the proper competency and responsibility of America's civilian leaders."7•
And deliberate or not, "when the chairman sees the civilian role as very
circumscribed,his subordinates will pick up on that and adopt that pos
ture," explained one former senior civilian official.While Dunford's ap
proach helped "balance . . . and say no to the combatant commands,"
according to one retired senior general officer, a different senior officer
told me that his tenure as chairman was also marked by a period of
"emotionalism " and the "us vs. them dynamic " between O SD and the
joint staff described earlier.While the chairman's writ has expanded in
recent years, the joint staff still should be cautious of infringing on the
secretary's mandate to lead strategic planning in the department.
Secretary of Defense Mark Esper, for his part, tried to uphold the
position's responsibilities; for example,by actively managing the Penta
gon through regular,secretary of defense-hosted senior leader forums to
review progress on priorities and to oversee implementation of the Na
tional Defense Strategy.73 He also publicly acknowledged the dearth of
critical war plan reviews conducted by his most recent successors.While
he left them unnamed,Esper was clearly referencing his immediate pre
decessors, Secretary of Defense Mattis and Acting Secretary of Defense
Shanahan. Indeed, as Esper publicly declared in summer 2020, under
his leadership, "the Department is updating key war plans for the first

74
President Trump
tirne in years." Nevertheless,his loss of influence with
grew clear throughout the second half of 2020, particularly on issues like
military base names and the role of the military domestically, resulting
in questions about whether he had become a lame duck-questions that
were answered when he was fired just after the 2020 presidential elec
tion. Clearly, the gap for future senior civilian leaders to fill is substan-

tial.
There is no doubt that personalities also played a key role in deepening the confusion over civilian roles. "I don't think the reason that
the p ower balance has gotten out of whack over there is because all of
a sudden the civilians got stupid," remarked one former senior civilian
official. Another former senior civilian official observed that "the ero
sion of goodwill and trust seems much more significant today ... [before
Mattis and Shanahan] it didn't have a depth to it like now." Similarly,
one general officer feared that "too many in uniform believe they have
insight due to their operational experience or special insight that makes
their political military advice greater than their civilian counterparts.
That's not accurate.To me, that's dangerous." Of course, personalities
also can help cut through the confusion. For example, retired Marine
officer Robert Work's efforts as deputy secretary of defense during the
Obama administration to refocus the department on high-end conven
tional conflict demonstrate that meaningful civilian oversight,when ex
ercised by the right civilians, can shift the course of national security.75
While congressional involvement has helped clarify roles and re
sponsibilities,it also has made them more complex and difficult.Title IO
is littered with overlapping responsibilities for the cnmrman of the joint
chiefs and other senior civilian and military leaders, including those of
the secretary of defense, the under secretary of defense for policy, and
combatant commanders.76 These overlapping responsibilities foment
clutter and duplication at best, and considerable confusion and conflict
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atworst.77
Throughout the post-9/n wars, tensions grew, decreased, and then
grew again between senior civilian and military leaders over the most
fundamental issues of how to wage war. In the Bush and Obama ad
ministrations, and first half of the Trump administration, shifts in the
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power balance between OSD and the joint staff-particularly over
un
derstanding roles and responsibilities, and aggravated by personalit
ies
often made the issues over which they wrestled even thornier.
The
consequences of this for democratic control of the armed forces and
the
military's relevance to larger foreign policy campaigns are profou
ndly
worrisome.

. n1•c.11cant constraints and limits on the ability of civilians to monitor
sig
85
and control the armed forces. That, in turn, can influence how military
and civilian leaders understand their responsibilities in wartime. This is
worrying, as scholar Risa Brooks warns:

70

Huntingtonian cultural notions can lead to an inadequate sense
of ownership among military leaders over the strategic outcomes
of their operations. lf military leaders offer their advice and ci
vilians do not provide the recommended resources or otherwise
heed their recommendations, then military leaders can skirt re
sponsibility for strategic failures. Rather than seeing themselves
as mutually accountable for a war's outcome, military leaders in
fluenced by Huntington norms may contend that civilians lost the
war because they did not give the military what it needed to win.
Alternatively, if military leaders achieve their mission's objective,
they may count it as a success, whether or not it contributes to
achieving larger strategic or political objectives in the war. 86

"BEST MILITARY ADVICE": HIE RETURN OF HUNTINGTON

One example of the crisis of meaningful civilian control is illustrate
d in
the term "best military advice,"78 which took hold among the milita
ry
leadership throughout the last few years of the post-9/u wars.79 While
the phrase initially came into widespread use just after the Septem

ber II attacks and was occasionally employed by CJCSs General Rich
ard Myers, General Peter Pace, Admiral Michael Mullen, and General
Martin Dempsey, it skyrocketed across the Pentagon during the tour
of General Joseph Dunford, who frequently used and, therefore, popu
larized it. 8° For a few years, the phrase infused the joint staff and com
batant commands-and their PowerPoint slides and their interagency
memorandums-becoming so pervasive that it even made that critical
leap into a well-recognized acronym, BMA, as James Golby and 1 have
discussed elsewhere. 81 The term was not defined in law, so it is most gen
erously described by then Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General
Dunford as "professional, competent, and apolitical" military judgment
informed by geopolitics and national interests. 82
As a concept, "best military advice" is a natural outgrowth of civil
military relations scholar Samuel Huntington's theory of objective con
trol. Huntington draws a firm line between the purview of civilians and
the purview of the military. The maintenance of these separate spheres
epitomizes Huntington's approach. Although this is appealing in its
clarity, to military personnel who hate the idea of civilian "meddling,"
it is, nevertheless, misguided and, ultimately, unhelpful. 83 Scholar Mi
chael O'Hanlon notes how responsibilities cannot be easily separated for
military and civilian leaders; they "must of necessity encroach on each
other's policymaking territory." 84 ln practice, objective control places
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ln line with Brooks's warnings about Huntington's approach, "best
military advice" is unhealthy for civil-military relations and effective
strategic dialogue. "Best" implies that it should not be questioned-a
curious implication given the principle of civilian control in the U.S.
system. Its insinuation of superiority and its binary approach to engage
ment impede effective debate, as does its often-false suggestion of a uni
fied military voice. Unitary "military" views to the secretary of defense
do not represent advice, not least because unitary tillTfrary views do not
exist.87 They, instead, represent a narrow and often unrealistic under
standing of national security policymaking, colored by repeated and dy
namic engagements among a wide variety of actors. ln that vein, "best
military advice" can be particularly problematic when it is used as an
excuse to not share important information with civilian policymakers.
Outside the CJCS's private and personal views being given to the sec
retary of defense, his or her independent perspective would surely ben
efit from civil-military discourse before they are provided. Simply put,
disagreements should be aired openly rather than dismissed using "best
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military advice" as a bureaucratic power play. Above all, "best military
advice" is an attempt to draw a thick line between the use of force on one
side and politics on the other. That is both a fundamental and dangerous
misunderstanding of the purpose of violence as a tool of statecraft, as
well as impossible to achieve.
Others, particularly those in the military, hold more positive views
of the phrase "best military advice." Some see it as a construct that
rather than overwhelming civilians, acknowledges that military advice
should be based on deep expertise and rigorous analysis. According to
this view, "best military advice" is a defense mechanism against civil
ian micromanagement and offers clarity on what the military can (and,
theoretically, cannot) deliver. Others suggest it is a way for the military
to play its role in the policymaking trenches while avoiding political
minefields. One general officer, for example, tried to outline how "best
military advice" evolves as circumstances and decisions do. He described
that "BMA shifts to a compromise position based on other aspects of
government . . . from a purist standpoint, BMA . . . has to evolve to that
and has to be in lockstep with civilian leadership."
These positive interpretations contrasted vividly with the negative at
titudes toward "best military advice" held by the civilians I interviewed.
They overwhelmingly brought it up in frustration, and often in reference
to the military limiting civilian control. To take one example, a former
senior official recalled how then Chief of Staff of the Army General Mark
Milley would publicly say that the Army needed to be larger-contrary to
Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter's public statements-and when ap
proached by a senior official about these comments would explain that he
was merely offering "my best military advice." But Milley had discussed
the Army's end-strength with the secretary of defense and the president,
and the civilian leaders had made the decision to go with a smaller number
based on a specific force planning construct. The senior official relates
that he pushed back: "You can't go out and say we need a r.24 million man
Army." But Milley believed that the force planning construct-which en
visioned a single large war at a time-was wrong. The Army needed to be
prepared for war with Russia and North Korea simultaneously.
This engagement demonstrates one pernicious aspect of "best mili-
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that he had given his best mili
ry advice." Milley was effectively saying
on
ry advice, it was disregarded, so the consequences would be wholly
official
e sen ior civilian leadership. As another former senior civilian
apped when this topic came up in an interview, "We've been listening

1 years and how's that got us?"
·to BMA for 7
Huntington's return through the vehicle of "best military advice"
military educa
is no table. His approach is taught in U.S. professional
88
tion. Recent surveys of West Point cadets found support for what three
89
scholars termed a "conflicted Huntington model." While nearly three
of four cadets surveyed agreed that civil-military collaboration resulted
in the best outcomes, they also overwhelmingly adhered to the notion
that "military leaders should expect to receive clear guidance about goals
and objectives at the beginning of the planning process." The latter is
particularly worrisome because it dismisses the iterative nature of na tional security policymaking. Although only around half of the cadets
believe a fundamental element of Huntington's argument-"the concept
of separate spheres and a clear division of labor"-it is, nevertheless, a
staggering number who, ultimately, adhere to the notion that civilians
0
should stick to a limited set of defense issues. 9 Overall, Huntington's
return through the vehicle of "best military advice" reflects the confu
sion and uncertainty that has plagued the post-9/n wars, particularly
over civil-military roles, responsibilities, and missions. The tension it
inspires between civilians and their uniformed counterparts appears to
be antagonistic rather than productive.

COMMENCING REPARATIONS: RETHINKING ADVICE AND OVERSIGHT
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To fix this crisis of meaningful civilian control, both the military and
civilians need to take five key steps. Restoring relationships requires se
rious efforts to rebuilt trust, to set common expectations, and to stop
catastrophizing-that is, to stop constantly revisiting their lowest mo
ments. The military can broadly define advice, and civilians can ensure
they have the appropriate expertise and capabilities; both must do their
part to facilitate consistent dialogue and foster an atmosphere of col
laboration, trust, and transparency to mend and tend relations.
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First, the military should more broadly conceptualize the advice it
gives civilian leaders.91 Advice should not simply include recommenda
tions-do this or don't do that-but, instead, run the gamut of realistic
options and assessments.These options should be discrete,paired with
detailed costs and benefits, and rigorously assessed. "Military advice
should be policy-driven and politically informed," as James Golby and 1
have written previously.That involves demonstrating the military's cog
nizance of the guidance set by civilian leaders. One particularly thought
ful and realistic example of such advice comes from former CJCS Martin
Dempsey. He responded to a letter from Senator Carl Levin inquiring
about military options for Syria-a particularly thorny issue from both
a policy and a political perspective-by offering nuanced insights over a
series of potential options.92
By suggesting thoughtful and considered observations, military
leaders should recognize that the advice they give ultimately informs
a broader set of considerations by civilians.Civilian politicians like the
president and the secretary of defense will weigh options,not based just
on Department of Defense priorities but including broader issues and
dynamics,as well.Simply put,politics matters.Perhaps civilians did not
do a good job helping the military to understand that perspective, but
politics,nevertheless,played a role in these decisions.
That view-which will resonate with a student of Clausewitz-is ob
vious.Two new books offer good examples of how the senior political
leader's perspective is different from the senior military leader's view.ln
President Obama's memoir,he recounted a conversation with General
David Petraeus about the balance sheet of continuing the war in Iraq.
Petraeus was unable to explain to Obama what circumstances would
enable the military to conclude its mission and when those might come
to fruition.Obama explained,"l couldn't blame Petraeus for wanting to
finish the mission.If 1 were in your shoes,1 told him,I'd want the same
thing.But a president's job required looking at a bigger picture." Unlike
Petraeus,whose mandate was obviously limited,Obama was responsible
for looking at balancing across global security threats, mounting eco
nomic challenges at home,and the impact on the force writ large.93 Simi
larly, in former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Martin

Dempsey's memoir,he recalled a difficult conversation with President
Obama over the draft defense budget in 2014.The joint chiefs had rec
ommended a larger defense budget than the Obama administration
had signaled support for-one week before the midterm congressional
elections.Obama called Dempsey,perturbed that the timing could give
the impression that the administration did not sufficiently support the
military and,therefore,could influence the election."lt hadn't even oc
curred to us that our memorandum would be interpreted in the context
of the midterm elections," explained Dempsey,who was chagrined for
belatedly recognizing that "for us [the joint chiefs],the [defense] budget
had become a singularly important issue; for the president,it was one of
several equally important issues."94
Second, civilian officials need to have the relevant expertise, not
just simply the will,to enable a meaningful decisionmaking process.As
one former senior official explained,"Civilians have to show their value
proposition ...if they want to have a voice in these debates and have
those voices be taken seriously,they have to have the expertise to be seen
as a credible contributor.They have a responsibility to add value and
bring something to the table." Richard Kohn put it well in his advice to
senior civilians: "Know the military: the people,the profession,the insti
tutions,the culture and its needs,assumptions,perspectives,and behav
iors in order to permit proper and informed decisions on the myriad of
issues that decide peace and war."95 ln a similar vein,scholar and former
senior Pentagon official Kathleen Hicks explained the need for civilians
to demonstrate to military personnel that they have "enough knowl
edge that they can't be gamed but also enough kn5wledge that maybe
you could trust them with the real facts."96 Scholarly and experiential
exposure can deepen this crucial education on how military personnel
conceptualize the spectrum of conflict and cooperation.97 Janine David
son recommends that the civilian side better educate itself on practical
national security affairs, both through academics and experiential op
portunities.98
Unfortunately,the personnel hiring system exacerbates these chal
lenges.Former Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld noted that, during his
tenure,the Pentagon "operated with 25.5% of the key senior civilian po-
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sitions vacant."99 Similarly, former Under Secretary of Defense for P
olicy
Eric Edelman recounted that, in his experience as under secretar
y, the
office of the secretary of defense was "bei ng held together by paper
clips
and ba nd-aids and bubblegum," with too few
personnel, low retention
rates, and d ifficulty finding competent new hires. He contrasted
this
with the joint st aff, an institution he saw as "large, very cap able"
and
growing.roe Exercising meaningful civilian control was inevitably
trying
given these personnel challenges, which were aggravated by the vol
atil
ity, exhaust ion, and high operational tempo th
at cha racter ized the p ost9/n wars. All these challenges surrounding civilian h iring and retenti
on
in the office of the secreta ry of defe nse inva ri
ably contributed to the
joint staff's interest in playi ng an outsize role in policymaking.
Third, both military and civilian leaders can facilitate consistent
dia
logue and actively encourage this approach at all levels. Major Gen
eral
W illiam Rapp, commandant of the U.S. Army War College,
implored
that they "have the responsibility to listen to each other and probe
the
answers they hear."ro' Advice cannot be an excuse
for failing to coordi
nate or share m ater ials with one another, or
to squelch debate. They
should become comfortable with rely ing on informed dialogue to u
nder
stand and, therefore, appropriately shape national security affairs.
"Ci
vilians often look at military options to help illuminate [policy] opt
ions;
military leaders often do not understand that," explained one civil
ian
official with deep experience among senior military general officers.
But
for those who subscribe to Huntington's objective theory of control,
"relations between civilians and the military in advisory processes"
are
often "essentially transactional, rather than collaborative."ro2
To help military leaders see this perspective, critical issues related to
civil-military relations should receive greater emphasis i n profession
al
military education. The core curriculum at the U.S. Ar my War College
,
for examplej spends little time on the subject. It examines neither issues
of partisanship nor the relationship between the military and society.
And while it offers an elective course that focuses specifically on civil-mil
itary relations, only about 2 percent of eligible studen
ts sig n up for it. ro3
Civilians, in general, should recognize that civil-military dialogue,
i ncluding the implementation of decisions, is iterative and should en-
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ourage regul ar assessment of the effectiveness of such dialogues to
4
better exercise effective oversight.ro Civilians i n the Pentagon, in par.
be aware of each military service's specific norms, values,
tlCUlar should
a
s
these differences will influence their ability to engage
and beliefs,
with and oversee military affairs.ro5 For example, one former senior offi
cial war ned, "There's this magicians union [in which] you're never going
to get the military to criticize one another to civilians even when they
are screwing up . . . no one will talk out of school." Civilians, therefore,
need to emulate Secretary Gates, who would "figure out the code words
or 'tells' that would let me k now whether these men were putting on a
6
show of agreement for me when, in fact, they strongly disagreed."10 No
senior civilian national security leaders will be able to do so effectively
absent a deep and textured background in national security affairs.
They also must understand the m ilitary 's desire for clarity and its
can-do attitude, which exists even when it is impractical. "Civilians
bathe in ambiguity. For the m ilitar y, especially the Army, 'J omini is dr iv
ing the car,"' cautioned one civilian official, drawing upon the reputation
of famed military theorist Baron Antoine-Henri J omini, well known for
promising success on the battlefield through exceedingly precise and sci
entific rules. 107 O ne senior general officer, recog nizing this, explained
that "sometimes, we're accused of bei ng overly optimistic. We h ave to
watch that. That has to be on the table with civilians."
Hicks recommends adopti n g "incentive structures" to reshape the
di alogue around these milit ary characteristics, but also wryly w ar ns,
"You learn over time that the reality is that the real refrain from the mil
itary is often 'give me guidance-no not that guidance.'"ro 8 She smartly
suggests that civilians should not "focus too much on that friction , and
the distrust it creates," at the expense of "how you build out better solu
tions and answers."
Fourth, both civilians and their military counterparts should make
a hearty effort to encourage an atmosphere of transparency to begin
filling what Brooks terms the "gap of trust" between them. 109 Providing
sage advice to the military, Kohn bluntly observes that "many, and prob
ably most, civilians come into office without necessarily trusting the
military, k nowing that they have personal views, ideologies, ambitions,
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institutional loyalties, and institutional perspectives and agendas.n
" o
While civilians are not compelled to follow military advice-as General
Goldfein underscored, "Not one civilian leader that I've ever worked
with or for has ever had to raise their right hand and say they will take
my advice"-they should, nevertheless, demonstrate their willingness to
hear and respond to it.m
Finally, civilians should do their utmost to convey meaningful guid
ance. lt should clearly state prioritization, resources, and risks.A worth
while checklist for assessing the strength of guidance includes asking
if it is focused on something important that is either new or dictates a
change ; is clear, if it is implementable, and whether it contradicts itself
or inadvertently contradicts other guidance.m ln the wake of the Chil
cot Commission's investigation of how the United Kingdom became
embroiled in the Iraq War, the British Ministry of Defence published
a "Chilcot Checklist " to facilitate decisionmaking on the use of force.
Many of the questions it lists also have broad relevance to the United
States in considering decisions related to the post-9/n wars, including:
"Why do we care?; What is happening now?; What might happen next?;
What should we do?; How do we ensure action is lawful?; What does
success look like?; What do we need to deliver?; How should we do it?;
How will you monitor performance?; and, ls the policy working?"n3
Manifesting oversight is tricky under the best of circumstances. No
serious scholar or practitioner of civil-military relations would argue
that a deputy assistant secretary or assistant secretary of defense should
tell the CJC S how to do that job effectively. However, as the secretary's
staff, it is exactly that individual's responsibility to ensure the secretary's
guidance is understood as intended and is promulgated and implemented
across the Department of Defense. As scholar Peter Feaver describes, ci
vilians in places like O SD serve as "extensions of the executive branch
principals " and operate as "police patrols " who vigilantly keep an eye
on their military counterparts.rr4 As one senior officer cogently said in
an interview, the real question is "who gets to call the shot and at what
level?" Senior military leaders believe they "move left or right because
of the president or the secretary of defense, not because a deputy as
sistant secretary of defense would say move left or right ... so until 1

hear that coming out of somebody higher at this organization, I'm not
going to change." As one senior officer underscored, "l have never ever
heard a four-star [general officer] dismiss civilian control of the military
but 1 know that initial belief-if we were calling this shot or that shot,
it does eek away at the idea-hey, the civilian gets to call the shot." This
ind ividual then quickly emphasized that even "if they're an idiot ...they
still get to call that shot." ln other words, one would be hard pressed to
find a senior leader in the U.S. military who seriously opposes civilian
oversight or is not a staunch believer that orders come from the civilian
president and the civilian secretary of defense. The secretary, however,
cannot be expected to exert meaningful oversight if he or she does not

have the staff to do so.
To alleviate the crisis of meaningful civilian control, the most senior
civilian and military leaders must be willing to do their utmost to make
this a reality. Acknowledging the divide, being respectful and empa
thetic, and emphasizing collaboration are the crucial initial steps.

CIVIL-MILITARY CRISES OVER TWO DECADES OF WAR
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The result of the three crises discussed over the last three chapters is
that the relationships between the military, the American people, and
the civilian overseers of organized violence are increasingly fraught
with tensions.These represent a deep and troubling set of legacies from
America's post-9/n wars, many of which manifest in dysfunctional pat
terns of civil-military affairs.
Unless and until civilian leaders recognize thesepatterns and delib
erately tackle them, the legacies of the post-9/n wars will grow more
acute. Over the past two decades, civilians have not clearly articulated
what the role of force should be, which has given the military outsized
influence.However, the military, left largely on its own, has been unable
to achieve conclusive results in the post-9/n wars. Society-and many
civilian policymakers-nevertheless, give it a pass, because the mili
tary is dealing with challenges that most Americans do not understand
or want to confront themselves. This lack of accountability inevitably
shapes the military in a deeply paradoxical way: while the military is
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lauded by many outsiders and subsequently thinks it has the best an
swers on how to win the post-9/n wars, it has, nevertheless, been unable
to sufficiently understand, prepare for, or execute these conflicts over
the past two decades. This paradox, in turn, has a profound impact on
civilian control and oversight given that civilian voices are deemed less
credible and are, therefore, more easily dismissed. This is a pernicious
outcome, not least because civilian voices will be crucial for revitalizing
the military.A civil-military maelstrom, ultimately, harms many-above
all, American democracy.
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